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We study the gradient flow equations derived from an Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs model in
3+1 dimensions. We see how this model relates to a phenomenological description of a
superconductor in two ways. In flat spacetime the model is equivalent to the Ginzburg-
Landau theory of superconductivity and describes a 3 dimensional superconductor. In
curved spacetime with negative cosmological constant, we can apply the AdS/CFT cor-
respondence to obtain a 2 dimensional theory on the boundary that describes a super-
conductor. The gradient flow equations in both cases are a system of parabolic partial
differential equations analagous to the heat equation. The flow describes a non-isolated
system where energy is allowed to dissipate as the system evolves towards thermal equilib-
rium. In the first case the gradient flow gives rise to the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
equations, and we study the formation and interaction of superconducting vortices. In
the second case, the flow in the bulk describes the formation of scalar hair around a black
hole, which corresponds to the formation of a superconducting condensate on the bound-
ary. The flow in the bulk creates an equivalent flow on the boundary that can be thought
of as an extension of the AdS/CFT correspondence to non-equilibrium configurations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The study of systems away from equilibrium, and in particular how systems return to

equilibrium is a subject of great interest in physics. Tools from perturbation theory can

be used to study systems very close to equilibrium but not systems far from equilib-

rium. In order to understand a field theory far from equilibrium it is helpful to study

how its free energy depends on the fields. Gradient flow is a potential tool for studying

non-equilibrium physics because it defines a path through the field space along lines of

steepest descent of the free energy. Gradient flow can be used to understand not just

the evolution of the state of a system as it equilibrates, but can also provide information

about the timescales at which the process occurs. In this thesis we use gradient flow to

study equilibration in two different contexts: vortices in planar Ginzburg-Landau theory

and the flow of boundary operator expectation values in a holographic superconductor.

The gradient flow equations describing both these systems are derivable from the free

energy of Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs theory. The remainder of Chapter 1 will provide some

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

background on superconductors, AdS/CFT correspondence, and gradient flow in general.

Chapter 2 expands upon these concepts in the context of the Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs ac-

tion in particular. In Chapter 3 the gradient flow is applied to a superconductor described

by Ginzburg-Landau theory to obtain the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations [1].

In Chapter 4 the gradient flow is applied to a system describing a superconductor through

the AdS/CFT correspondence, providing a possible extension of the correspondence to

non-equilibrium states [2].

1.2 Superconductors

A superconductor is a material that allows electrical current to flow with zero resistance.

Superconductivity was first found by Kammerlingh Onnes in 1911 by cooling mercury to

the temperature of liquid helium (approximately 4 K). Superconductivity has since been

observed in many metal elements and alloys. The critical temperature (Tc) at which they

transition from the normal metal phase to a superconducting phase is a property of the

material. Superconductors carry current with zero resistance and without loss of energy

or heat production, which means they can carry much larger currents than a conventional

conductor and maintain them without additional energy input. The main use of super-

conductors today is in superconducting electromagnets, which are typically made from a

Neobium-Titanium alloy that has Tc ≈ 10K. Since the magnetic field produced by an

electromagnet is proportional to the current in the wire, superconducting electromagnets

are much stronger than conventional electromagnets. However, since the temperatures

required for superconductivity are so low, superconducting electromagnets are mainly

used in highly specialized applications such as MRI machines and high energy particle

colliders. It is difficult to predict the technological advancements that could arise from

the discovery of room temperature superconductivity, but the search for materials with
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higher Tc has been ongoing for the last century. In 1986 a major breakthrough occured

when superconductivity was discovered in cuprates [3], which were the first of the so-called

“high temperature superconductors”. Although the critical temperature of high temper-

ature superconductors is still far below room temperature, some cuprates have Tc > 77K

which means that they become superconducting at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.

This eliminates the need for helium, which is scarce and expensive, in the cooling pro-

cess. In 2008 high temperature superconductivity was also discovered in iron pnictides

[4], and presently cuprates and iron pnictides are active areas of experimental research

on high temperature superconductivity. Although significant experimental progress has

been made in finding new materials with higher critical temperatures, we still do not have

a good theoretical understanding of the mechanisms behind the onset of superconduc-

tivity, or how to predict the critical temperature of high temperature superconductors.

Understanding the mechanisms behind high temperature superconductivity could pave

the way to the discovery of superconductors with even higher critical temperatures.

There are currently two theoretical models for superconductivity, a microscopic theory

and a macroscopic phenomenological theory. The microscopic theory of superconduc-

tivity, BCS theory, was first proposed in 1957 by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [5].

The phenomenological theory of superconductivity, Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory, was

proposed in 1950 by Ginzburg and Landau. The two theories work well to describe con-

ventional superconductors, and it has been shown that GL theory is a limiting case of

BCS theory valid near the critical temperature. We will discuss GL theory in more detail

in Chapters 2 and 3. BCS theory describes superconductivity as being the result of the

condensation of electrons into pairs called Cooper pairs. Electrons will begin to condense

into Cooper pairs as long as there is an attractive potential between two electrons that

exceeds the Coulomb repulsion. For conventional superconductors BCS theory describes

how this potential arises from interactions between the negatively charged electrons and
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the positively charged atomic lattice. The first electron attracts nearby positive ions in

the lattice, which creates a region of increased positive charge that attracts the second

electron.

Superconductivity in high temperature superconductors is still expected to be the result

of the formation of Cooper pairs, but the mechanism that causes the condensation is

not well understood. While cuprates and iron pnictides are quite different in terms of

elemental composition, they are both layered superconductors. In these materials the

atomic lattice consists of superconducting layers (copper and oxygen layers in cuprates

or iron pnictide layers in iron pnictides) and spacing layers. The layered structure means

that the electron interactions in the layers are described by 2+1 dimensional quantum

electrodynamics (QED). The difficulty in understanding these systems theoretically arises

because in 2 dimensions QED becomes strongly coupled at low energies, and strongly

coupled systems are much harder to deal with mathematically.

1.3 Holographic Principle

The holographic principle is the idea that all of the information in our 3 dimensional

universe is contained on a 2 dimensional surface at the boundary. The idea was originally

proposed by ‘t Hooft and further developed in the context of string theory by Susskind in

1995 [6]. The holographic principle became a subject of great interest in 1999 when Mal-

dacena proved the equivalence between a string gravity theory in AdS5 × S5 containing

N branes and a super symmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) field theory with N = 4 supersym-

metries, and gauge group SU(N) in 3+1 dimensions in the limit where N is large [7]. He

conjectured that the equivalence would be very general, and different compactifications

of the gravity theory would be equivalent to different conformal field theories (CFTs) on

the boundary. This equivalence is often referred to as the AdS/CFT correspondence or
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gauge/gravity duality. Typically the AdS spacetime is called “the bulk” and the gravity

theory in AdS space is called “the bulk theory” and the conformal gauge field theory on

the boundary is “the boundary theory”.

The main appeal of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that a strongly coupled theory is in

the large N limit equivalent to a ‘corresponding’ weakly coupled theory. This makes it

possible to study a strongly coupled system indirectly by working with a weakly coupled

theory, which is in general much easier to deal with mathematically. The main downside

of the correspondence is that standard model physics is not supersymmetric nor does

it have a large number N of gauge groups. Nevertheless, there has been a great deal

of interest in the AdS/CFT correspondence as a computational tool for dealing with

strongly coupled field theories. Due to the weak/strong nature of the correspondence, we

can study strongly coupled field theories indirectly by looking at weakly coupled gravity

theories. This allows us to avoid a full string theoretical description and work instead

with classical Einstein gravity in the bulk.

It is not clear to what extent the AdS/CFT correspondence can accurately describe the

behaviour of a physical system that is strongly coupled. Some generic properties of

strongly coupled systems can be found by studying systems with gravity duals, and these

properties can be tested experimentally. One particular success of this approach was the

calculation of the ratio of the shear viscosity to the entropy density (η/s) in quark-gluon

plasma [8]. By studying a broad class of strongly coupled plasmas using their weakly

coupled gravitational duals a lower bound for η/s was conjectured. The value of η/s

determined in experiments at the Large Hadron Collider was very close to this bound,

suggesting that quark gluon plasmas described with quantum chromodynamics may be

well approximated by plasmas described by a gravitational dual in one higher dimension

through the AdS/CFT correspondence. In addition to its applications to quark gluon
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plasma, the AdS/CFT correspondence has been applied to many other problems, such as

relativistic hydrodynamics, dark matter, and superconductivity.

As we mentioned in the previous section, it is thought that high temperature supercon-

ductors will require a strongly coupled description due to their layered structure. It is

often sufficient to consider only a single layer and neglect the effect of interactions be-

tween layers. Since each superconducting layer can be described using 2+1 dimensional

QED they can be studied using a gravity theory in 3+1 dimensional AdS spacetime. A

superconductor described through the AdS/CFT correspondence is called a holographic

superconductor. A minimal bulk theory that describes a 2+1 dimensional superconductor

on the boundary is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.4 Gradient Flow

Gradient flows are a method for describing the evolution (or “flow”) of fields with respect

to a flow parameter τ based on the steepest descent curves of a generating functional. In

terms of a physical field theory the functionals of interest are the action or free energy,

and the equations of motion of a system are obtained from the requirement that the fields

extremize the action. The gradient flow equations are partial differential equations that

evolve the fields from a specified starting point along a path that attempts to minimize

the free energy as fast as possible.

Gradient flows have many applications in both mathematics and physics. There are two

notable and particularly relevant applications of gradient flow in mathematics. The first

is the use of the gradient flow of the Yang-Mills functional, or Yang-Mills Flow, to study

the topology of Riemann surfaces [9]. The second is Ricci flow, which was shown by

Perelman in 2003 to be the gradient flow of a modified Einstein-Hilbert action and was
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the key to his proof of Thurston’s geometrization conjecture [10]. Gradient flows have

also been used in applications in other areas such as image processing [11] and machine

learning [12].

In general, if we have some energy functional E(ΦI) that depends on a set of fields ΦI ,

and an inner product for our fields

〈δΦ|δΦ〉 :=

∫
dxGIJ δΦ

I(x)δΦJ(x) . (1.1)

We can define the gradient flow equations

dΦI(x)

dτ
= −GIJ δE

δΦJ(x)
. (1.2)

The flow equations (1.2) are not necessarily gauge invariant, so extra terms that fix the

gauge along the flow are required. Extra terms of this type are known as “deTurck terms”.

Suppose the energy is invariant under the infinitesmal transformation:

δΦI(x) = KI
α(x)ξα(x) (1.3)

for a set of arbitrary parameters ξα(x) so that:

δE =

∫
dx

δE
δΦI(x)

KI
α(x)ξα(x) = 0 . (1.4)

The K’s generally involve differential operators and functions of the fields. For example,

in the case of Yang-Mills theory a gauge transformation of the vector potential is

δAaµ(x) = ∂µχ
a(x)− igfabcAbµ(x)χc(x) . (1.5)
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Using the notation in (1.3) we have

KI
α(x)→ δac∂µ − igfabcAb(x)µ, (1.6)

ξα(x)→ χc(x), (1.7)

so that the index I includes the indices a and µ, and the fact that the covariant derivative

involves the gauge field A; the index α becomes c; and the generic parameter ξ is called

χ. The general form of the flow equations, including the required deTurck term is:

dΦI

dτ
+KI

αξ
α = GIJ δE

δΦJ
. (1.8)

The role of the deTurck term is to ensure that any change in gauge along the flow can be

compensated by a corresponding change in the parameters ξα. To see how the deTurck

term preserves gauge invariance along the flow we write the rate of change of the energy

with respect to the flow parameter τ as

dE
dτ

=

∫
dx

δE
δΦJ(x)

dΦJ(x)

dτ
, (1.9)

and substituting (1.8) into (1.9) we obtain

dE
dτ

=

∫
dx

δE
δΦI(x)

(
GIJ δE

δΦJ(x)
−KI

αξ
α

)

=

∫
dx

δE
δΦI(x)

GIJ δE
δΦJ(x)

. (1.10)

where we have used (1.4) in the last step.
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One simple example of a gradient flow is the heat equation of classical physics which can

be derived from the Dirichlet energy functional.

E(u) =
1

2

∫
d3x~∇u · ~∇u (1.11)

δE(u) =

∫
d3x

(
−∇2u

)
δu, (1.12)

where u(~x) is a scalar field that represents the temperature. The general structure of inner

product for our field can be determined from the energy functional, and we introduce a

diffusion constant ku

〈u|u〉 = k2
u

∫
d3xu2 , (1.13)

Guu = k2
u. (1.14)

Since we are working in flat spacetime with a single scalar field, the simple form of GIJ

is expected. This gives us the gradient flow equation from equation (1.2)

∂u

∂τ
= −k2

u

δE
δu

= k2
u∇2u. (1.15)

This is the heat equation, where k2
u is the thermal diffusivity of the material and the flow

parameter τ is time. In general when dealing with only a single field, the overall factor

of k2
u can be absorbed into the flow parameter τ → τ/k2

u, but with multiple fields that

diffuse at different rates, this is not generally possible as shown in Chapter 3.

The heat equation takes regions where the temperature varies rapidly and spreads it out

into large regions of slowly varying temperature. Ricci flow acts in a similar way on a

manifold, taking regions of high curvature and spreading them out into larger regions

of lower curvature. This type of behaviour is typical of parabolic partial differential

equations in general, and gradient flows derived from a physical action or free energy
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functional are usually parabolic.



Chapter 2

Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs Theory in

3+1 Dimensions

2.1 The Action

Einstein-Maxwell-Higgs theory describes a gravity theory (Einstein) coupled with matter

fields that contains electrodynamics (Maxwell) with a charged scalar field (Higgs). These

require a metric gµν , a gauge vector field Aµ and a complex scalar field φ respectively.

The complete action is given by

S[gµν , Aµ, φ] =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
c4

16πG
(R− 2Λ)− 1

4
F µνFµν − (Dµφ)†Dµφ− V (φ†φ)

]
(2.1)

The first two terms are the gravity part of the action, and the remaining terms are referred

to as the matter part of the action. We will introduce each of the terms in the action as

we proceed through this section. The action functional can be expressed in terms of a

11
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Lagrangian density L as

S =

∫
d4x
√−gL. (2.2)

After performing the Wick rotation into Euclidean space and expressing L in terms of

the new Euclidean time tE we can express the free energy of the system as

E = −
∫
d3x
√−gL(tE), (2.3)

where the integral is over the spatial dimensions only. We write L(tE) to emphasize that

we are using the Euclidean time but recall L in general depends on our metric gµν and

our matter fields, Aµ and φ.

The action can be separated into a matter part and a gravitational part as

S[A, φ] =

∫
d4x
√−g [LGR + LM ] , (2.4)

where we define the gravity and matter Lagrangian densities as

LGR =
c4

8πG

1

2
(R− 2Λ) , (2.5)

LM = −1

4
F µνFµν − (Dµφ)†Dµφ− V (φ†φ). (2.6)

The gravity Lagrangian density consists of the Ricci scalar of the metric, R, and the

cosmological constant Λ. The overall factor of c4

8πG
that depends on the speed of light

(c) and Newton’s gravitational constant (G) is called Einstein’s constant. Typically this

constant can be set to 1 by an appropriate choice of units. R is derived from the Ricci
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curvature tensor Rµν and depends only on the spacetime metric gµν ,

Rµν = ∂λΓ
λ
µν − ∂µΓλλν + ΓγµνΓ

λ
λγ − ΓγλνΓ

λ
µγ (2.7)

R = gµνRµν = gµν
(
∂λΓ

λ
µν − ∂µΓλλν + ΓγµνΓ

λ
λγ − ΓγλνΓ

λ
µγ

)
(2.8)

using the Christoffel symbols Γλµν which are defined in terms of the metric as

Γλµν =
gλγ

2
(∂µgγν + ∂νgγµ − ∂γgµν) . (2.9)

While the value of Λ can typically be interpreted as the length scale of the gravity theory,

the sign of Λ leads to three distinct spacetime geometries.

Λ < 0 : anti-deSitter spacetime (2.10)

Λ = 0 : flat spacetime (2.11)

Λ > 0 : deSitter spacetime (2.12)

Current astronomical observations suggest our universe has either zero or positive cos-

mological constant. The case Λ ≥ 0 is of interest in astronomical applications such

as studying the early universe through the cosmic microwave background radiation or

studying compact objects using gravitational waves. There has also been a great deal

of recent research into spacetimes with Λ < 0 since through the AdS/CFT we can use

these spacetimes to study strongly coupled physical systems such as those arising in high

energy particle collisions at the Large Hadron Collider or in condensed matter systems.
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The matter Lagrangian density depends on the gauge field Aµ through the electromagnetic

tensor Fµν , and gauge-covariant derivative Dµ

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (2.13)

Dµ = ∂µ − iqAµ. (2.14)

V (φ†φ) is some potential for the scalar field. We are mainly interested in potentials with

a quadratic mass term and a quartic interaction term

V (φ†φ) = m2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2, (2.15)

where m and λ are constant parameters of the theory. The matter Lagrangian is invariant

under a local U(1) gauge transformation.

φ → φeıχ, (2.16)

Aµ → Aµ +
1

q
∂µχ. (2.17)

The spontaneous symmetry breaking of gauge symmetries leads to a great deal of inter-

esting physics, including superconductivity and mass generation for quarks through the

Higgs mechanism. In many models the spontaneous symmetry breaking is due to a po-

tential function like equation (2.15) with m2 < 0. This is the type of symmetry breaking

we will consider in the next section and in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the potential V is

only the mass term and the symmetry breaking is due to the effects of curved spacetime

near a black hole event horizon.

The equations of motion for this model can be derived in the usual way from the vari-

ational principle. We vary the action with respect to the matter fields Aµ, φ and φ† as
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well as the metric gµν . This leads to the following equations of motion

0 =
1√−g∂ν(

√−gF νµ)− 2q2φφ†Aµ − iq(φ†∂µφ− φ∂µφ†), (2.18)

0 =
1√−gDν(g

µν
√−g(Dµφ)†)− ∂V

∂φ
, (2.19)

0 = −Rµν −
1

2
gµν(R− 2Λ)− Tµν , (2.20)

where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor of the matter fields

Tµν = −1

2
gµνLM −

1

2
gδλFµδFνλ − (Dµφ)†Dνφ. (2.21)

In general this is a system of nine coupled non-linear partial differential equations which

is difficult to solve without some simplifying assumptions. The equations for the metric

are greatly simplified by considering a limit where the matter fields do not backreact on

the metric. In this limit we start with the vacuum solutions to these equations, namely

Aµ = φ = φ† = 0. This gives Tµν = 0 and the remaining equation (2.20) is just the

Einstein equations in the vacuum. The solution to the Einstein equations depends on the

choice of the cosmological constant Λ.

For Λ = 0 the simplest solution is the Minkowski metric

ds2 = −dt2 + dz2 + dΩ2
R2 , (2.22)

where dΩ2
R2 is the metric in flat 2 dimensional space. We will consider two possible forms

for dΩ2
R2 ,

dΩ2
R2 = dx2 + dy2 and (2.23)

dΩ2
R2 = dρ2 + ρ2dθ2, (2.24)
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which will be referred to as the translationally symmetric and axially symmetric config-

urations, respectively. In flat space, the AdS/CFT correspondence does not apply, but

this action still exhibits superconducting behaviour. Although there are other possible

solutions for gµν , to describe a superconductor the Minkowski metric is the most phys-

ically relevant choice. More details on how this action describes superconductivity are

given in section 2.2 and the gradient flow equations are discussed in Chapter 3.

For Λ < 0 the simplest solution is anti-deSitter space. It is convenient to rewrite the

cosmological constant in terms of a length scale L

Λ =
−3

L2
. (2.25)

L is referred to as the AdS radius. The metric for AdS space can be written in terms of

L as

ds2 =
r2

L2

(
−dt2 + dΩ2

R2

)
+
L2

r2
dr2, (2.26)

where r ∈ [0,∞) is the AdS radial coordinate. In this case we can use the AdS/CFT

correspondence to describe a superconductor using a field theory on the r →∞ boundary.

A more general solution to the Einstein equations with negative cosmological constant is

the planar AdS Schwarzchild black hole

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+
r2

L2
dΩ2

R2 (2.27)

where

f(r) =
r2

L2
− M

r
+
Q2

r2
, (2.28)

where M and Q are constants that are related to the mass and charge respectively. This
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metric has an event horizon at radius r0 such that f(r0) = 0. To study the theory on

the boundary, we only need to consider the bulk theory outside the black hole horizon

r ∈ [r0,∞). The gradient flow equations for the matter fields with an AdS background

metric are discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2 Superconductor Phenomenology

Many important properties of superconductors can be described as being the result of

the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(1) gauge symmetry in the electromagnetic

field Aµ. The main phenomenological description of superconductors comes from the

Ginzburg-Landau theory. GL theory is based on a power series expansion of the Gibbs

free energy in terms of a complex order parameter φ representing the density of super-

conducting electron pairs:

E [Ai, φ] =

∫
d3x

[
1

4
F ijFij + (Diφ)†(Diφ) + V (φ†φ)

]
, (2.29)

with

V =
λ

4

(
φ†φ− v2

2

)2

+O
(
(φ†φ)3

)
. (2.30)

This free energy is the time independent case of the action (2.1) in flat spacetime with

Λ = 0 and gij = δij. Normally a theory describing electrons would require a Dirac spinor

field, but Cooper pairs are formed from electrons with opposite spin and it is therefore

natural to describe Cooper pairs as a complex scalar field. The potential V allows for

symmetry breaking as long as v2 > 0. The broken symmetry can be interpreted as the

development of a condensate in a superconducting state. In order for this interpretation

to make sense for a physical system, the model should be temperature dependent with
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a critical temperature Tc above which superconductivity does not occur. In the GL

model the temperature dependence comes from the parameter v which gives the vacuum

expectation value of the scalar field

v = v(0)

(
1− T

Tc

)− 1
2

. (2.31)

From (2.31) we can see that for T > Tc we will have v2 < 0 and there will be no symmetry

breaking, while for T < Tc the symmetry can be broken.

A superconductor has two standard length scales, the coherence length (ξ) and the London

penetration depth (ΛL). The coherence length is the scale over which the order parameter

changes at the boundary of a superconducting material. The London penetration depth

is the scale over which magnetic fields can penetrate the superconductor. These length

scales can be written in terms of the parameters of the GL theory

ξ =
2

v
√
λ

and ΛL =
1

qv
. (2.32)

Both length scales are temperature dependent, but we can define a dimensionless, tem-

perature independent ratio called the Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ

κ2 =
Λ2
L

ξ2
=

λ

4q2
. (2.33)

It is possible to rescale the fields such that the GL equations depend only on κ. In the GL

model, κ2
c = 1/2 is a critical value that divides two physically distinct regions in the phase

space that correspond to type I superconductors (κ < κc) and type II superconductors

(κ > κc). Typically, conventional superconductors are type I, while high-temperature

superconductors are type II. The main distinction between the two types is that type II

superconductors allow sufficiently strong magnetic fields to penetrate the superconductor,
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creating a superconducting vortex. A superconducting vortex is a small region in the

superconductor where the material is in the normal metal phase and a quantized amount

of magnetic flux passes through the material.

The equations of motion (2.18) and (2.19) after the appropriate simplifications become

the Ginzburg-Landau equations:

0 = ∇2φ− 2ıq ~A · ~∇φ− q2 ~A · ~Aφ−
(
λ

2
φ†φ− v2λ

4

)
φ, (2.34)

0 = ∇2 ~A− ıq
(
φ†~∇φ− φ~∇φ†

)
− 2q2 ~Aφ†φ. (2.35)

Since we are working in flat 3-dimensional space we use vector notation where

~A =




Ax

Ay

Az




and ~∇ =




∂x

∂y

∂z



. (2.36)

The GL equations can be solved analytically in some special cases that demonstrate the

two length scales of the superconductor. To find the coherence length we look at the

case with no magnetic fields ~A = 0, and consider the scalar field to be a function of x

only. In order for the order parameter to have non trivial x-dependence there must be

some inhomogeneity in the superconductor itself. We can consider an interface at x = 0

between a superconductor for x > 0 and a normal material for x < 0. In this case we

anticipate that deep inside the superconductor x → ∞ the order parameter approaches

its maximum, and at the boundary x = 0 the order parameter should approach 0. With

~A = 0 (2.35) becomes

φ~∇φ† = φ†~∇φ. (2.37)
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This means that the phase of the scalar field is constant. Therefore we can make a gauge

transformation to make φ real. We are left with one equation from (2.34)

0 = ∇2φ−
(
λ

2
φ2 − v2λ

4

)
φ. (2.38)

This can be solved analytically for φ(x):

φ(x) =
v√
2

tanh

(
x

√
v2λ

8

)
=

v√
2

tanh

(
x√
2ξ

)
, (2.39)

where we have used the coherence length ξ from equation (2.32).

The other superconducting length scale, the London penetration depth, can be deter-

mined using a similar configuration with the inclusion of a magnetic field outside the

superconductor. For x < 0 (outside the superconductor) we take Ay = Bx + c0, B will

be the strength of an external magnetic field pointing along the z-axis, and c0 is a con-

stant whose value is chosen such that ~A(x) is continuous. If we consider the case where

ξ � ΛL then we can assume that φ is approximately constant and has reached its vacuum

expectation value such that φφ† = v2

2
. In this case the GL equation (2.35) becomes

0 = ∇2 ~A− q2v2 ~A. (2.40)

Asssuming ~A has only one component, Ay(x), we can solve the equation along with the

boundary condition Ay(x = 0) = c0,

Ay(x) = c+ exp (xqv) + c− exp (−xqv) with (2.41)

c0 = c+ + c−. (2.42)

The term proportional to c+ increases exponentially for x > 0, therefore it is not a physical

solution inside the superconductor and we will take c+ = 0. This gives the solution for
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Ay inside the superconductor

Ay(x) = c0 exp (−xqv) = c0 exp

(−x
ΛL

)
, (2.43)

using the London penetration depth ΛL from equation (2.32). The exponential decay of

magnetic fields inside a superconductor leads to one of their defining characteristics, the

Meissner effect. The Meissner effect is the expulsion of magnetic fields from a material as

it undergoes the phase transition into a superconducting state. While the Meissner effect

tends to prevent any magnetic fields from penetrating a superconductor, in situations

where magnetic flux does pass through a superconductor it is found that the flux is

quantized. The requirement that magnetic flux is quantized can be seen in the GL

equations. We can calculate the magnetic flux through an area as the loop integral of

~A. Since φ must be single valued, the phase of the scalar field around a loop can only

change by 2nπ where n is an integer. This means equation (2.35) suggests the integral of

~A around a loop and therefore the magnetic flux must also be some multiple of n.

We note that in our definition of the London penetration depth we required ξ � ΛL

which means that the GL parameter is small: κ � 1. When the two length scales are

of similar magnitude, magnetic fields do not decay as quickly inside the superconductor.

This is the basis for the separation of superconductors into type I and type II. In type

II superconductors ξ > 1
2
ΛL, and there is not a complete Meissner effect, but a lattice

of superconducting vortices forms in the material. These vortices are studied in greater

depth in Chapter 3.
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2.3 The AdS/CFT Dictionary

In order to describe a holographic superconductor, we first need to understand the

“AdS/CFT dictionary” which describes how the fields in the bulk AdS theory corre-

spond to values in the CFT on the boundary. We will look at the action (2.1) as our bulk

theory in 3+1 dimensions, and consider a 2+1 dimensional theory on the boundary.

The properties of the boundary theory are determined by the asymptotic behaviour of

the bulk fields at the AdS boundary. With the cosmological constant Λ given in terms of

the AdS radius L as in equation (2.25), we can set L = 1, which is equivalent to using the

AdS radius as our choice of length units. If we separate the AdS radial coordinate from

the other 2+1 dimensions, a bulk metric in AdS space that solves the Einstein equations

(2.20) can be written in general as

ds2 =
g̃µ̄ν̄(x

ρ̄, u)dxµ̄dxν̄ + du2

u2
, (2.44)

where u is the radial AdS coordinate defined so that u = 0 is the boundary of AdS

space. The barred greek indices run over the bulk coordinates except for the radial

AdS coordinate u, and emphasize that g̃µ̄ν̄ is not the full bulk metric gµν . The 2+1

dimensional metric g̃µ̄ν̄ is a function of all 3+1 bulk coordinates, and must approach the

2+1 dimensional Minkowski metric at the AdS boundary, u = 0, in order for the bulk to

be asymptotically AdS space

g̃µ̄ν̄(x
ρ̄, 0) = ηµ̄ν̄ . (2.45)
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From the boundary behaviour of g̃µ̄ν̄ we obtain the expectation value of the energy-

momentum tensor in the field theory [13]

〈Tµ̄ν̄(xρ̄)〉 =
N2
c

2π2
∂4
ug̃µ̄ν̄(x

ρ̄). (2.46)

where Nc is the number of colors (i.e. the dimension of the gauge group) in the field theory.

Starting with an energy-momentum tensor in the boundary theory that corresponds to a

thermal state with temperature T , we can solve the Einstein equations in the bulk with

a boundary condition given by (2.46). The solution for the metric in the bulk is a planar

AdS black hole with Hawking temperature T . So thermal states in the boundary theory

correspond to black holes in the bulk theory with the same temperature.

The free energy of the superconductor is related to the Euclidean on-shell action in the

bulk. We obtain the Euclidean action from a Wick rotation of the Lorentzian action

SE(tE, x) = −S(t = −ıtE, x) . (2.47)

After the Wick rotation we define a Euclidean time coordinate tE. When the AdS space-

time contains a black hole, tE must be periodic, with period β = 1/T , inversely propor-

tional to the temperature of the black hole [14]. In this thesis we will be mainly concerned

with static field configurations such that the Euclidean action is proportional to energy

of the bulk system. In the absence of time dependence in the fields, we can integrate over

the time coordinate and write

SE = βE =
E
T
. (2.48)

Note that the free energy E involves an integral over the spatial coordinates only.

The correspondence also links the scalar field in the bulk and an operator in the boundary
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theory that we will take to represent the superconducting condensate. The dimension

and expectation value of this operator is determined by the fall off of the scalar field φ

at the AdS boundary u = 0.

The dimension of the operator will depend on our choice of mass for the scalar field. From

the Klein-Gordon equation with the metric (2.44) near u = 0 where g̃µ̄ν̄(x
ρ̄, u) ≈ ηµ̄ν̄ ,

u2∂2
uφ− 2u∂uφ−m2φ+ u2ηµ̄ν̄∂µ̄∂ν̄φ = 0 (2.49)

the asymptotic behaviour of φ has two possible fall off rates ∆±:

φ(u) = c−u
∆−
(
1 +O(u2)

)
+ c+u

∆+
(
1 +O(u2)

)
where (2.50)

∆± =
1

2

(
3±
√

9 + 4m2
)
. (2.51)

In Chapter 4 we consider only the casem2 = −2. Although it appears that we have started

with an instability that will produce the condensate we are looking for, Breitenlohner and

Freedman (BF) showed that AdSd+1 spacetime is stable if the scalar field mass satisfies

m2 > −d2/(4) [15]. Note that this bound is equivalent to the requirement that ∆± is real.

In our calculation (d = 3), this BF bound requires m2 > −2.25 and is therefore satisfied

by our choice. For masses near the BF bound, −d2/4 + 1 > m2 > −d2/4 both terms in

(2.50) are normalizable [16], but if both coefficients are nonzero the theory is unstable in

the asymptotic region [17]. For m2 = −2 there are two possible operators, O2 and O1, in

the boundary theory with scaling dimension given by ∆+ = 2 and ∆− = 1, respectively.

To determine the expectation values of the operators we write the asymptotic behaviour

of the scalar field in terms of the radial coordinate r used in the metric (2.27)

φ(r) =
〈O−〉
r∆−

+
〈O+〉
r∆+

+ · · · . (2.52)
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We also introduce a finite charge density and chemical potential, which are obtained from

the scalar potential At in the boundary theory [18]. The motivation is that an additional

scale is necessary to produce a superconducting instability at low temperatures. For

u→ 0 we write

At(u) = µ− ρ̄u+ · · · , (2.53)

where µ and ρ̄ are, respectively, the chemical potential and charge density in the boundary

theory (note that we use ρ̄ for the charge density because ρ will be used as a radial

coordinate when studying solutions with axial symmetry). From the spatial components

of the gauge vector we can obtain the magnetic vector potential and current on the

boundary

Ai(u) = Āi − Jiu+ · · · . (2.54)

This means we can find the magnetic field on the boundary to be

~B = ~∇× Āi . (2.55)

Although we will be working in only 2 dimensions on the boundary, the vectors in (2.55)

should be 3 dimensional, since we will consider external magnetic fields that are perpen-

dicular to the 2 dimensional superconductor.
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2.4 The Gradient Flow Equations

2.4.1 Matter Flows

In order to obtain the gradient flow equations for the bulk action (2.1) we need the

configuration space metric GIJ for our fields. The structure of GIJ for the matter fields

can be read off the gradient terms for our fields in the action. Given

S =

∫
d4xHIJ∂µΦI∂µΦJ + · · · , (2.56)

for our matter fields

(
ΦI
)

=




Aµ

φ

φ†




(2.57)

from the action (2.1) we obtain

HIJ =




√−ggµν 0 0

0 0
√−g

0
√−g 0



. (2.58)

The action has two types of matter field, the vector field Aµ and the scalar field φ.

Introducing diffusion constants k2
A and k2

φ which in the case of GL theory are the inverse

conductivity and the normal state diffusion respectively, we obtain the field space metric

GIJ =




k−2
A

√−ggµν 0 0

0 0 k−2
φ

√−g

0 k−2
φ

√−g 0



. (2.59)
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Using GIJ we can find the gradient flow equations for the matter fields:

∂Aµ
∂τ

=
k2
Agµρ√−g ∂ν(

√−gF νρ)− 2q2φφ†Aµ − iq(φ†∂µφ− φ∂µφ†), (2.60)

∂φ

∂τ
=

k2
φ√−gD

†
ν(g

µν
√−gDµφ)− ∂V

∂φ†
, (2.61)

∂φ†

∂τ
=

k2
φ√−gDν(g

µν
√−g(Dµφ)†)− ∂V

∂φ
. (2.62)

Since our action is invariant under a gauge transformation of our fields, given by

φ → φeıχ (2.63)

Aµ → Aµ +
1

q
∂µχ, (2.64)

we will want to include additional ‘DeTurck’ terms in our flow equations to ensure any

initial gauge choice is preserved. The impact of the DeTurck terms becomes more obvious

after a reparameterization of the scalar field. The complex field φ can be written in terms

of two real fields as

φ =
1√
2
peıθ, (2.65)

where p is the modulus and θ is the phase. In terms of these fields the flow equations are

∂Aµ
∂τ

=
gµρ√−g∂ν(

√−gF νρ)− p2q(qAµ − ∂µθ) (2.66)

∂p

∂τ
=

1√−g∂ν(g
µν
√−g∂µp)− pgµν(qAµ − ∂µθ)(qAν − ∂νθ)−m2p (2.67)

∂θ

∂τ
=

1√−g∂ν(g
µν
√−gp2(qAµ − ∂µθ)). (2.68)
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In this case, the value of the field θ can be fixed by a gauge transformation. Therefore

we can choose our DeTurck term to set

∂θ

∂τ
= 0 (2.69)

so that the phase of the scalar field is constant along the flow.

2.4.2 Metric Flows

In order to extend the gradient flow to include the metric as well as the matter fields we

need an inner product for gµν . Since the action depends on second order derivatives of

the metric through R we can not simply read the inner product off of the gradient terms

in the action. Consider the inner product

〈δgµν |δgγλ〉 :=

∫
dx
√−ggγµgλνδgµνδgγλ, (2.70)

which is the simplest choice to ensure the gradient flow equations are covariant. This

leads to the flow equation for the metric

∂gµν
∂τ

= −Rµν −
1

2
gµν(R +

6

L2
)− Tµν , (2.71)

where Tµν is the stress-energy tensor of the matter fields (2.21).

We also need to consider the DeTurck terms for the metric flow since the coordinate

invariance in general relativity means we can change coordinates on the metric gµν without

changing the curvature scalar R. To remedy this, we introduce a new term to the flow

equations to account for a gauge choice that may depend on the flow parameter τ . The
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new equations are

∂gµν
∂τ

= −Rµν −
1

2
gµν(R +

6

L2
) + LXgµν − Tµν (2.72)

and the new term is just the Lie derivative along a vector X that generates the coordinate

transformation along τ .

The flow equations obtained for the metric are not quite Ricci flow equations, they contain

several additional terms. The cosmological constant term and the stress-energy tensor

term are unavoidable consequences of our physical model, but the gµνR term may not

be necessary. We note that without this extra term the pure gravitational part of the

gradient flow is just Ricci flow, therefore we would like to understand how Ricci flow can

be derived as a gradient flow. To do this we consider Perelman’s functional [10]

F = −
∫
dx4
√−ge−f2

[
R + |∇f |2

]
. (2.73)

This metric can be interpreted physically as gravity coupled with a dilaton field f . If we

find the gradient flow of the metric associated with this action, we get

∂gµν
∂τ

= −2 (Rµν +∇µ∇νf) . (2.74)

The flow for f is not determined by the gradient of the action, instead we must impose

the condition that the measure
√−ge−f does not change along the flow which gives

∂f

∂τ
= −R−∇2f. (2.75)

We notice that −2∇µ∇νf = LXgµν where X = ∇µf . Comparing this with (2.72) we

see that this gradient flow is in fact Ricci flow with a particular DeTurck term. We
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can interpret this as working in a gauge where the measure is independent of the flow

parameter τ . Perelman’s method could be applied to our action to obtain simpler flow

equations for the metric, at the cost of introducing another field into the action.

There is another method to obtain Ricci flow as the gradient flow of our gravitational

action [19]. By considering a more general form of the field space metric GIJ for gµν ,

there is a one parameter family of gradient flows of the Einstein-Hilbert action. One of

these flows is Ricci flow without an extra DeTurck term.

In this thesis we focus on the gradient flows of the matter fields with fixed background

metrics.



Chapter 3

Flat Spacetime

3.1 Ginzburg-Landau Theory

As we discussed in the previous chapter, the free energy in the GL model is equivalent to

the negative of the matter part of the action (2.1) in a flat (Λ = 0, gij = δij) spacetime

with 3 spatial dimensions. In order to allow for symmetry breaking our potential takes

the form

V =
λ

4
(φ†φ− v2

2
)2 . (3.1)

Since the gravity part of the action is trivial in flat spacetime, we work with a simplified

free energy

E =

∫
d3x

[
1

4
F ijFij + (Diφ)†(Diφ) +

λ

4
(φ†φ− v2

2
)2

]
(3.2)

Notice that this potential includes a constant term λv4

16
which corresponds to the energy of

the symmetric false vacuum state. In the context of superconductivity this is the normal

31
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metal state. The superconducting state is the result of spontaneous symmetry breaking,

where the symmetric φ = 0 state decays into the energetically favored φ = veıθ√
2

for some

phase θ. Recall that in the GL model v is temperature dependent, and above a critical

temperature Tc, v
2 < 0 and no symmetry breaking occurs. We will confine our interest

to temperatures below the critical value.

3.2 Gradient Flow and the Time-Dependent Ginzburg-

Landau Equations

In order to obtain the gradient flow equations for the GL model, we first need an inner

product on our field space. Here we only have two fields, a vector potential Ai and a

complex scalar field φ. Using the field space metric from (2.59) the inner product for the

vector potential is

〈δA|δA〉 =
1

k2
A

∫
d3xδijδAiδAj , (3.3)

and for a complex scalar φ we have

〈δφ|δφ〉 =
1

k2
φ

∫
d3xδφ†δφ . (3.4)

Recall that kφ is the diffusion constant and kA is the inverse conductivity which will be

defined in terms of physical quantities in equations (3.20), (3.21). We will show below

that the GL flow equations depend only on the ratio of these parameters. The flow
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equations have the form:

∂Ai
∂τ

=
k2
Agij√
g

δE
δAj

= − k
2
A√
g

(
−∂j(√gFji) + iq

(
(Diφ)†φ− φ†Diφ

))
(3.5)

∂φ

∂τ
=

k2
φ√
g

δE
δφ†

= k2
φ

[(
DjD

jφ
)
− dV

dφ†

]
(3.6)

∂φ†

∂τ
=

k2
φ√
g

δE
δφ

= k2
φ

[(
DjD

jφ
)† − dV

dφ

]
. (3.7)

We define dimensionless variables as follows. We consider all lengths in units of the

coherence length ξ, that is, we write

X = X̃ξ , or X̃ =
v
√
λ

2
X , X ∈ {x, y, z, ρ} . (3.8)

The scalar field is written in terms of its vacuum expectation value:

φ = φ̃v =
v√
2

(φ̃1 + iφ̃2) , (3.9)

and the gauge field is scaled so that

gijAiAj =
v2λ

4q2
g̃ijÃiÃj . (3.10)

In Cartesian coordinates this can be written as

Ai =
v
√
λ

2q
Ãi = ξHc2Ãi, (3.11)

where Hc2 denotes the upper critical field of the superconductor, using the notation of

[20].
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In order to interpret the flow parameter as a physical time we must consider time depen-

dent gauge transformations. The flow equations are not invariant under time dependent

gauge transformations. However, we can replace the τ derivatives with the appropriate

gauge invariant derivatives by including additional deTurck terms

∂ ~̃A

∂τ
→ ∂ ~̃A

∂τ
− q~∇Q and

∂φ̃

∂τ
→ ∂φ̃

∂τ
+ iq Qφ̃ , (3.12)

where Q is a scalar that transforms as

Q→ Q− q∂τχ (3.13)

under the gauge transformation given in (3.30). Q can be interpreted as the scalar

potential A0. In section 3.4 we consider an axially symmetric situation that allows us to

work with explicitly gauge invariant quantities. In section 3.5 we use a two dimensional

Cartesian coordinate system and work in the gauge where Q = 0. In both cases the flow

equations are equivalent to the usual TDGL equations for superconductors as proposed

in [21] and [22].

We rewrite the flow parameter in terms of a dimensionless variable and a characteristic

timescale which is defined as

t0 =
Λ2
L(0)

k2
A

=
Λ2
L

k2
A

v2

v(0)2
. (3.14)

The rescaled flow parameter is denoted t and defined

τ = t t0
v2(0)

v2
. (3.15)
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When working in terms of the rescaled fields and units, it will also be useful to define a

rescaled version of the free energy:

E = Ẽv2 . (3.16)

The fully rescaled flow equations have the form

∂φ̃1

∂t
=
k2
φκ

2

k2
A

[
∇2φ̃1 − φ̃1(φ̃2

1 + φ̃2
2 − 1)− ~̃A2φ̃1 − 2 ~̃A · ~∇φ̃2 − φ̃2

~∇ · ~̃A
]

(3.17)

∂φ̃2

∂t
=
k2
φκ

2

k2
A

[
∇2φ̃2 − φ̃2(φ̃2

1 + φ̃2
2 − 1)− ~̃A2φ̃2 + 2 ~̃A · ~∇φ̃1 + φ̃1

~∇ · ~̃A
]

(3.18)

∂ ~̃A

∂t
= κ2

[
∇2 ~̃A− ~∇(~∇ · ~̃A)

]
−
[
φ̃1
~∇φ̃2 − φ̃2

~∇φ̃1 + ~̃A(φ̃2
1 + φ̃2

2)
]
. (3.19)

The parameters kφ and kA are related to the normal state diffusion constant, D, and the

conductivity, σ, determined from BCS theory as follows:

D = k2
φ =

ξ2(0)

12tGL
, (3.20)

σ−1 = k2
A =

Λ2
L(0)

tGL
. (3.21)

Equations (3.17 - 3.19) depend only on the ratio of kφ and kA, and from (2.33) we obtain

immediately k2
A/k

2
φ = 12κ2. Our equations (3.17 - 3.19) correspond to Eq. (8) of [20],

without the random force term, and identifying t0 in equation (3.14) with the Ginzburg-

Landau timescale tGL, in the notation of [20]. Also, since we work with fixed temperature

T , we have rescaled by the temperature dependent quantities, rather than their values at

T = 0.
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3.3 Superconductor Vortices

Superconductor vortices are created when magnetic flux penetrates the superconductor,

creating a region of normal material surrounded by a circulating current. It was shown by

Nielsen and Olesen that the GL model has classical vortex solutions [23]. Exact solutions

were obtained in [24] for κ = 1/2. In this case, the GL equations reduce to first-order

Bogomolnyi equations [25–27]. We comment that in physical systems the behaviour at the

critical point (κ = 1/2) is actually quite complicated, and very different states can appear.

These systems can be studied using extensions of Ginzburg-Landau theory [28–33]. The

near critical regime is therefore both interesting and very complicated.

In bulk physical systems, the sub-critical and super-critical cases exhibit distinctly differ-

ent behaviour, in agreement with the predictions of the GL theory. In type I supercon-

ductors (κ < κc) there are no stable vortices. The magnetic flux is expelled via induced

surface currents. In type II superconductors (κ > κc), there are stable solutions contain-

ing multiple vortices with flux number n = 1. A lattice of flux vortices forms which is

known as an Abrikosov lattice [34]. The stability of these solutions was proven in the GL

model by Gustafson [35].

3.4 Axially symmetric vortices

In this section we work in cylindrical coordinates and use an axially symmetric ansatz

that reduces the problem to a 1-dimensional calculation. We parametrize the complex

scalar field using two real functions that correspond to the magnitude and phase of the

complex field. We define the components of the scalar field as

φ

v
= φ̃ =

f√
2
eiω . (3.22)
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We use the ansatz

Aρ = 0 , Az = 0 , Ãθ = Ãθ(ρ̃) , f = f(ρ̃) ω = −nθ , (3.23)

and therefore (3.10) with

g̃θθ =
1

ρ̃2
gives Ãθ = qAθ. (3.24)

We define a new field B as

B = −(Ãθ + ∂θω ) = −(Ãθ − n ). (3.25)

In order for the field φ to be single valued we require n to be an integer, which is known

as the winding number. The free energy in terms of these variables is given by

Ẽ = π

∫
dρ̃

[
1

ρ̃
(κ2B′2 + f 2B2) + f ′2ρ̃+

ρ̃

2
(f 4 − 2f 2 + 1)

]
, (3.26)

where we have performed the integration over dθ, and the flow equations have the form

∂B

∂t
= κ2

(
B′′ − B′

ρ̃

)
− f 2B , (3.27)

∂f

∂t
=

1

12

[
f ′′ +

f ′

ρ̃
− fB2

ρ̃2
− f(f 2 − 1)

]
, (3.28)

∂ω

∂t
=
−1

ρ̃
∂θ

(
fB

ρ̃

)
. (3.29)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to ρ̃. Using (3.23) the right side of

(3.29) is zero, and therefore ω is constant along the flow.
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The energy is invariant under a transformation which has the form in tilde variables

φ̃→ eiqχφ̃ , Ãθ → Ãθ − q∂θχ . (3.30)

Using the axially symmetric ansatz (3.23) this transformation takes the form

ω → ω + qχ , Ãθ → Ãθ − q∂θχ (3.31)

which shows that the field B in (3.25) is gauge invariant. In the rest of this section, we

suppress the tildes.

We start by looking at the fixed points of the flow, which are the axially symmetric vortex

solutions. It can be shown that for ∂B
∂t

= ∂f
∂t

= 0 (3.27) and (3.28) can be integrated to

find first order equations of the form

f ′ − c1
Bf

ρ
= 0, (3.32)

1

ρ
B′ − c2(f 2 − c3) = 0, (3.33)

where the parameters ci are constants of integration. Differentiating (3.32) and (3.33) and

rearranging, one finds that the resulting second order differential equations are equivalent

to the original equations (3.27, 3.28) if

c1 = ±1 , c2 = ±1 , c3 = 1 , κ2 =
1

2
. (3.34)

We choose the upper (positive) solution in order to obtain finite energy, as explained

below. We can obtain a decoupled second order equation for B if we differentiate (3.33),

and then use (3.32) to eliminate f ′ and (3.33) to remove f 2. The result of this procedure
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is the set of equations

B′′ + 2
BB′

ρ
− B′

ρ
−B = 0 , (3.35)

f 2 = 1− 2
B′

f
, (3.36)

which can be solved analytically [24].

In order to solve the general flow equations, we must choose the initial configurations

from which to start the flow. We require these configurations to give finite energy, which

restricts the behaviour of the fields in the limit ρ→∞. We also want the flow to preserve

the form of the initial configurations at ρ� 1. We discuss below how to choose boundary

conditions so that these conditions are satisfied.

A pure superconducting state given by

f = 1 , ~A = 0 and n = 0 (3.37)

has zero free energy (from equation (3.26)). If the fields approach (3.37) as ρ→∞ then

the energy will be finite. We therefore use the boundary condition

lim
ρ→∞

f → 1 , lim
ρ→∞

B → 0 . (3.38)

In the small ρ limit we assume an expansion of the form

B = b0 + b2ρ
2 + b4ρ

4 + · · · (3.39)

f = ργ(a0 + a2ρ
2 + a4ρ

4 + · · · ) . (3.40)
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Substituting (3.40) into the right side of (3.28) we obtain

ḟ = ργ−2a0(γ2 − b2
0) + ργ

(
a2((2 + γ)2 − b2

0) + a0(κ2 − 2b0b2) +
)

+O(ργ+2) . (3.41)

If the flow preserves the boundary conditions, we need the forms of (3.40) and (3.41) to

be the same, which means that the coefficient of the term of order ργ−2 must be zero,

from which we have

γ2 = b2
0 . (3.42)

Substituting (3.39) into the right side of (3.27) gives

Ḃ = 8ρ2b4 − ρ2γ
(
a2

0b0 + a0(2a2b0 + a0b2)ρ2 +O(ρ4)
)
. (3.43)

The consistency of (3.39) and (3.43) requires γ, and hence b0 to be an integer greater than

or equal to one. The natural choice is to take b0 = n (see equation (3.25)). Equations

(3.39) and (3.40) therefore give B(0) = n and f(0) = 0.

The results of the previous two paragraphs give the complete set of boundary conditions

on the flow as

B(0) = n , f(0) = 0 , (3.44)

lim
ρ→∞

B(ρ) = 0 , lim
ρ→∞

f(ρ) = 1 . (3.45)

We will solve the flow equations by choosing initial configurations for the fields that

satisfy these conditions. We also require that the fields are constant in time at the spatial

boundaries, which means that (3.44) is enforced at every step dt throughout the flow. We
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start at t = 0 with the configurations

B(ρ) = ne−ρ
2

+ g1(ρ) (3.46)

f(ρ) = 1− e−ρ|n| + g2(ρ) (3.47)

where the gi are arbitrary functions with compact support such that

g1(0) = g2(0) = 0 . (3.48)

Without loss of generality we can consider n ≥ 0, which gives vortices with flux in the

positive z direction. Negative vortices differ only by an overall sign.

The constraint that the scalar field must be single valued means that the winding number

must be an integer. Since the flow is continuous, the winding number does not change

from its initial value during the flow (it is topologically conserved). The energy and flux

do change under the flow but, as shown in Fig. 3.1, both flow rapidly to their asymptotic

values, with very little dependence on the choice of the initial configuration from which

the flow begins. The same behaviour was found in Ref. [36].

To check our method we look at κ = κc, where the energy and flux of the vortices can be

determined analytically [24]:

E∞ = nπ , Φ∞ = 2πn . (3.49)

The results are shown in Fig. 3.1 for n = 1. The asymptotic value of the flux is reached

numerically in the limit of long flow times. The correct asymptotic value of the energy is

also reached numerically. We see from Fig. 3.1 that even when the functions gi introduce

large perturbations, there is little effect on the time required to converge to the solution.
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Figure 3.1: At t = 10 the flow with κ = κc has converged to the solution for n = 1.

We also calculate the energy for different values of κ and n. The energy of the vortices

for κ on either side of the critical value is summarized in equation (3.50):

κ > κc → nE1 < En

κ = κc → nE1 = En (3.50)

κ < κc → En < nE1 .

These results verify that for κ > κc the system is unstable to decay into 1-vortices, and

when κ < κc the n-vortex is stable. Fitting the data we find that the energy of an
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Figure 3.2: The exponent p(κ2) of the power law defined in (3.51).

n-vortex relative to that of n 1-vortices obeys a power law of the form,

En = E1 n
p(κ2) . (3.51)

The exponent p(κ2) is plotted in Fig. 3.2 for a range of κ’s in the neighborhood of the

critical value. Note that each vortex energy is itself a function of κ2 (the notation En
means En(κ2)). At the critical value p(κ2

c) = 1, in agreement with [24]. The function

p(κ2) increases with κ2 but is only weakly κ2 dependent. The approximate solution of

[23] predicts an n2 dependence which agrees with the heuristic arguments of [37]. We find

that the exponent increases slowly and does not appear to approach 2 in the asymptotic

limit: for example, p(1000) = 1.58. Further discussion of the vortex energy and the static

interaction energy between two vortices can be found in [38].

We would like to study numerically the stability of n-vortices under arbitrary perturba-

tions. This is impossible using axial symmetric vortices in polar coordinates, since any
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axially symmetric vortex in polar coordinates will be located at the origin. In order to

study the stability of n-vortices, we consider the flow equations in a Cartesian coordinate

system. This is the subject of the next section.

3.5 Two dimensional vortices

3.5.1 Ansatz for Cartesian Coordinates

We would like to study the interaction of vortices at different locations. In this case there

is no overall axial symmetry, and therefore it is no longer advantagous to work in polar

coordinates. The reason is as follows: (1) in polar coordinates, the preferred center of

an axially symmetric system is the origin, but we want mutiple distinct vortex centers;

(2) an n-vortex is indistinguishable from n 1-vortices, if all are located at the origin. To

avoid this problem we work in 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. The flow equations

are given in equations (3.17-3.19), and as in section 3.4 we will suppress the tildes.

We consider axially symmetric vortices which can be shifted so that their centers are

not at the origin. Since we work on a square lattice, the boundaries themselves break

the axial symmetry, but we choose initial conditions so that the vortices are located far

enough from the boundaries that the flow is unaffected by this asymmetry. A similar

method was used in [39, 40]. The phase of the scalar field will not be a constant along the

flow, as was the case using axial symmetry. We want to start with a configuration for the

scalar field that is single valued, so that we obtain an integer winding number which will

then be conserved (topologically) by the flow. We therefore define the following scalar

field configuration corresponding to a single vortex with winding number n = 1 centered
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at the point (xi, yi):

φ(x, y;xi, yi) = f(x, y;xi, yi) e
iω(x,y;xi,yi), (3.52)

where

ω(x, y;xi, yi) = − arctan

(
y − yi
x− xi

)
, lim

~r→∞
f(x, y;xi, yi)→ 1 . (3.53)

Parametrizing the complex scalar in terms of a real (φ1) and imaginary (iφ2) field equation

(3.52) becomes

φ1(x, y;xi, yi) = f(x, y;xi, yi) cos

(
− arctan

(
y − yi
x− xi

))
(3.54)

φ2(x, y;xi, yi) = f(x, y;xi, yi) sin

(
− arctan

(
y − yi
x− xi

))
, (3.55)

and thus we have

lim
~r→∞

arctan
φ1

φ2

= − arctan
y

x
or lim

~r→∞
ω = −θ , (3.56)

which shows that the winding number is one (see equation (3.23)).

In the two sections below we will consider two different situations: the formation of

vortices, and the interaction of vortices.

3.5.2 Vortex Formation

We initialize the scalar field using (3.52) centered at the origin with f = 1 and ω = −θ. We

set the vector potential (and magnetic field) to zero ( ~A = 0) and evolve the configuration

for various values of κ. We calculate the evolution of the fields and the corresponding
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energy and flux. Note that the energy density in the (x, y) plane of the initial configuration

is constant, which leads to infinite energy if we consider the entire (x, y) plane (see

equations (3.26) and (3.38)). The initial energy is regulated by the size of the finite

lattice in our numerical calculation. We have checked that the final energy is not affected

by the finite size of the box, as long as the vortex centers are not close to the edges. We

have also checked that when κ = κc the energy approaches the correct finite value for a

1-vortex limt→∞ E = π, as given in equation (3.49). In Fig. 3.3(a) we show the energy

as a function of the flow parameter for several values of κ2. The figure shows that the
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Figure 3.3: Energy of a configuration where a single vortex forms at the origin.

energy of a vortex increases with κ, but the evolution in time is similar for all values of

κ. In Fig. 3.3(b) we see that ln(E(t) − π) is nonlinear initially but becomes linear as

the flow progresses. This suggests the existence of two distinct time scales in the vortex

formation, a short time scale when the configuration is initially far from equilibrium and

a longer time scale as the vortex settles to equilibrium.
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Figure 3.4: Parameters obtained by fitting the data to equations (3.57) in (a) and
(3.58) in (b) for different values of κ.

In order to quantify the effect of κ on the timescales for vortex formation, we fit the

energy for 0 < t < 5 to a function of the form

E(t) = E∞ + (∆E)e−
√
t/T , (3.57)

where we allow E∞, ∆E , and T to vary. For 5 < t < 15 we fit to a function of the form

E(t) = E∞ + (∆E)e−t/T . (3.58)

The results are shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b). The parameter E∞ is a non-linear

increasing function of κ and the values obtained from the two fits agree within 3%. For

early times, T varies very little as a function of κ, but has a minimum near κ2 = 0.1

as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). In Fig. 3.4(b) we see that for later times T has a minimum

near κ2 = 0.0055, and increases as κ → 0 or κ → ∞. The graphs show the asymptotic

standard error from the fits for the T data points.

We also considered the net magnetic flux Φ(t), starting from an initial configuration

with zero flux Φ(0) = 0. We expect that limt→∞Φ = 2π (see equation (3.49)) since the
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magnetic flux of a vortex is independent of κ. In fact, we found that Φ(t) is independent

of κ to numerical accuracy at all points along the flow.

3.5.3 Vortex Interactions

To study the interaction of vortices we want to start with field configurations that are

closer to vortex solutions, so that they can properly be considered vortices. We start

once again with a discussion of a 1-vortex, but this time not centered at the origin.

We choose initial conditions so that the magnitude of the scalar potential satisfies the

condition lim~r→∞ f = 1, and the two components of the vector potential satisfy the flux

quantization condition (Φ = 2π). We define ri =
√

(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 and choose

f(x, y;xi, yi) =
(

1− e−4
√
κ2 r2i

)
(3.59)

and

Ax(x, y;xi, yi) = −(y − yi)
(

1− e−r2i
r2
i

)
(3.60)

Ay(x, y;xi, yi) = (x− xi)
(

1− e−r2i
r2
i

)
,

which gives a flux

Φ =

∫ ∞

−∞
dx

∫ ∞

−∞
dy (∂xAy − ∂yAx) =

∮
~A · d~l = 2π , (3.61)

where the line integral is taken around a square at infinity. Numerically we use a finite

range for the variables x and y but, because of the exponential factors in (3.60), Φ/(2π)

is still approximately one as long as the vortex center is not close to the edges of the

region of integration.
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Now we want to construct the fields that correspond to a superposition of vortices centered

at different locations with winding numbers not necessarily equal to one. We use (x−i , y
−
i )

and (x+
i , y

+
i ) to denote the initial coordinates of the centres of the negative and positive

vortices respectively. In order to construct a superposition of 1-vortex configurations,

the new vector field ~A is given by the sum of the component vector fields, while the

new scalar field φ is given by the product of the component scalar fields. In this way,

different gauge transformations acting on each of the vortices can be combined into a

single gauge transformation of the composite fields. If we choose all (xi, yi) distinct,

the initial configuration corresponds to n 1-vortices at different locations. If we choose

coordinates so that two vortices are centered at the same location, we have effectively a

2-vortex at this position. We show below that the total winding number is equal to the

sum of the component winding numbers. Our initial configurations are

Ax =
n+∑

i

Ax(x, y;x+
i , y

+
i )−

n−∑

i

Ax(x, y;x−i , y
−
i ) (3.62)

Ay =
n+∑

i

Ay(x, y;x+
i , y

+
i )−

n−∑

i

Ay(x, y;x−i , y
−
i ) (3.63)

φ1(x, y) = f cos (ω) (3.64)

φ2(x, y) = f sin (ω) (3.65)

where

f =
n+∏

i

f(x, y;x+
i , y

+
i )

n−∏

i

f(x, y;x−i , y
−
i ) (3.66)

ω =

n−∑

i=1

arctan

(
y − y−i
x− x−i

)
−

n+∑

i=1

arctan

(
y − y+

i

x− x+
i

)
(3.67)

and ω satisfies

lim
~r→∞

ω = −(n+ − n−)θ . (3.68)
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We consider initial configurations with an n-vortex and a 1-vortex separated by a distance

large enough that they do not significantly overlap. We find numerically that if κ > κc,

the n-vortex decays into n 1-vortices. This is shown in Fig. 3.5. For κ < κc an n-vortex

is stable, which means that the two vortices in the initial configuration will attract each

other. In both the stable and unstable cases, the graph for the magnetic field has the

same structure as the corresponding plots of the scalar field. At the critical value of

the coupling κ = κc the vortices do not interact, and the locations of the vortices do

not deviate from those specified in the initial configuration. In this case we can find

numerically stable solutions for any number of vortices, at any locations.

We would like to obtain some quantitative information about the timescales of vortex

interactions. We consider three different cases.

Two 1-Vortices

In order to study the timescale of vortex interactions, we look at the interaction of two

1-vortices similar to the study in [38]. We find again the existence of two timescales with

the best fit obtained using equation (3.57) for early times, and equation (3.58) for later

times. We discuss below the physical interpretation of these timescales.

In section 3.5.2 we studied vortex formation and showed that in the early part of its

evolution, a field configuration approaches equilibrium quite rapidly, with a characteristic

timescale that is of order 0.2 and only weakly κ dependent. This initial period of rapid

change is followed by a longer period of slower evolution characterized by a timescale

∼ 2. This separation of scales can be seen qualitatively from the early (steeper) and later

(flatter) regions of the curve in Fig. 3.3(b).

A plot of ln[E(t) − E∞] versus t for two approximate 1-vortices which start at (-1,0)

and (0,1) is shown in Fig 3.6. The curve shows the same separation into two steep/flat

regions which correspond to different characteristic timescales. We will show below that
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(a) The initial data for |φ|2 at t = 0 (b) |φ|2 after flowing to t = 100

(c) |φ|2 after flowing to t = 200 (d) |φ|2 after flowing to t = 320

Figure 3.5: Decay of a 3-vortex initially located at (3, 0) with κ = 1, in the presence
of a 1-vortex at (−3, 0).

the results from fitting to (3.57, 3.58) produce a typical short timescale that is the same

order of magnitude as in section 3.5.2, but the long timescale is orders of magnitude

greater. We interpret these results by concluding that what we are seeing is a brief initial

period during which the vortices form, followed by a longer phase that is dominated

by the interaction of the formed vortices. The short and long timescales are therefore

characteristic of vortex formation and vortex interactions, respectively. The key point is

our assumption that the two timescales which are clearly seen in Fig 3.6 can be associated

with the two distinct physical processes of formation and interaction. This assumption
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seems justified for four reasons:

1. The simulations in section 3.4 showed that the timescale for vortex formation is

largely insensitive to the initial configuration (see Fig. 3.1).

2. The short timescale has the same
√
t dependence that was found in section 3.5.2

where vertex formation was studied.

3. The numerical values obtained for the short timescale are close to the numerical

values for the short timescale for vortex formation from Fig. 3.4(a).

4. The interaction timescale depends strongly on κ but the short timescale has a much

weaker κ dependence, in agreement with Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b).

These last two points are explained in more detail in the last paragraph of this section.

We consider an initial configuration of two approximate vortices separated by a distance

d = 3.0. We expect different asymptotic configurations in the cases κ > κc and κ < κc.

For κ > κc the vortices repel and we expect the flow to move towards a configuration of

two 1-vortices with large separation, and therefore we fit using E∞ = 2E1 where E1 is the

energy of a single vortex for the appropriate κ. For κ < κc the vortices attract and we

expect the flow to move towards a single 2-vortex centered at the midpoint between the

two initial vortices, so we fit using E∞ = E2 where E2 is the energy of a single 2-vortex

for each κ considered.

The results of the fits to (3.57) and (3.58) are summarized in Figure 3.7. In order to

separate as cleanly as possible the formation timescale from the interaction timescale,

we obtain the former from the region t ∈ (0, 5) and the latter from t ∈ (25, 60). Figure

3.7 shows clearly that Tshort � Tlong. We therefore conclude that the vortex formation

timescale is generically faster than the vortex interaction timescale. As expected, the
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Figure 3.6: ln[E(t) − E∞] with κ2 = 0.7 for two approximate 1-vortices which start
at (−1, 0) and (1, 0). The dotted lines are the fits to equations (3.57) and (3.58). (Not

all data points are plotted so that the fit lines can be clearly seen.)

interaction timescale diverges at κc where the vortices do not interact, and decreases as

we move away from κc in either direction, and the vortex interactions become stronger.

The κ dependence of the formation timescale is weaker, which similar to what we found

for the 1-vortex case (see Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b)). We note also that the numerical

values of the formation timescale differ from what was obtained in section 3.5.2. From

Fig. 3.4(a) we find Tshort ∼ 0.18 for a single vortex centered at the origin, while Fig. 3.7

shows that for the configuration used in this section 0.3 < Tshort < 0.8. These differences

are expected, since different initial conditions are used in the two different calculations.

The important point is that we find consistently Tlong � Tshort.

A 1-Vortex and a (-1)-Vortex
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Figure 3.7: A plot of the fit parameters Tshort and Tlong for several values of κ2. Near
κ2
c the vortex interactions are very weak and the fits used to determine Tlong become

more uncertain. For κ2
c the vortices do not interact so we exclude this point from the

graph.

We also look at the interaction between a 1-vortex and a (-1)-vortex. In this case we have

an overall winding number of zero, and we expect the two vortices to attract each other

and cancel when they merge. In Fig 3.8 we plot the energy for κ = κc and κ = 1. We

note that vortices with opposite sign will interact in the κ = κc case, and we can clearly

see the point where the vortices merge. For κ = 1 the vortices move together rather than

apart.

Multiple Vortices

Finally, we can also study the energy of multiple vortex configurations as a function of

t for different values of κ. We consider two different configurations, both of which have
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Figure 3.8: The energy of a 1-vortex and a (-1)-vortex. We start with vortices
initially located at (1.5, 0) and (−1.5, 0), and show κ2 = κ2

c and κ2 = 1. For 0 < t < 5
we see behaviour similar to the vortex interactions in both cases, but at longer times

we see the vortices will attract and merge for any κ

total winding number 4. The first configuration is a 3-vortex at (3,0) and a 1-vortex

at (-3,0). The second has 4 distinct 1-vortices in symmetric locations about the origin:

(1,1), (1,-1), (-1,1), (-1,-1). The results are shown in Fig. 3.9. The energy E(t) is

a monotonically decreasing function. Initially the energy decreases rapidly as the flow

moves from a configuration of approximate initial vortices to true vortices. Then there is a

region where the energy evolves through vortex interactions. The vortices move together

or apart depending on the value of κ. For large t there is an asymptotic region where

the vortices have reached a stable configuration either because they are too far apart to

interact strongly, or because they have merged into a single vortex. From Fig. 3.9 it is

clear that the two configurations have similar short time behaviour even with different

initial energies, but there is a noticeable difference in their behaviour in the region where

the 3-vortex is splitting into 3 1-vortices. The asymptotic behaviour is, as expected, the

same in both cases.
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(a) The short time behaviour of E. (b) The long time behaviour of E.

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the energy of two different configurations with total
winding number n = 4. The symmetric configuration contains 4 1-vortices and the
asymmetric one is a 3-vortex in the presence of an additional 1-vortex (see text for
details). The mid range behaviour of E is altered by the breakup of the 3-vortex in the

asymmetric case.



Chapter 4

Curved Spacetime

4.1 The Holographic Superconductor

In the previous chapter we demonstrated how the matter part of our bulk action (2.1) can

describe a superconductor when the system undergoes spontaneous symmetry breaking.

In this chapter we would like to use the AdS/CFT correspondence to describe a strongly

coupled superconducting field theory on the 2+1 dimensional boundary of our bulk action.

To study the superconductor at some finite temperature we will need a black hole back-

ground. We start with the simplest case, a planar Schwarzschild anti-deSitter black hole

with mass M and Q = 0 we have the metric (2.27)

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2dΩ2

R2 with f(r) =
r2

L2
− M

r
. (4.1)

The mass M is related to the Hawking temperature of the black hole T = 3M1/3/(4πL4/3),

which also gives the temperature of the superconductor. Recall that dΩ2
R2 is the metric on

flat 2 dimensional space and we will consider dΩ2
R2 in both polar and cartesian coordinates.

57
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Once again the interesting physics in this model arises from spontaneous symmetry break-

ing in the scalar field. In this case the symmetry breaking of the scalar field is a result of

the black hole geometry, so our potential only needs a mass term

V (φ†φ) = m2φ†φ, (4.2)

The bulk action is therefore

S[A,ψ] =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
c4

16πG

(
R +

6

L2

)
− 1

4
F µνFµν − (Dµφ)†Dµφ−m2φ†φ

]
. (4.3)

In the context of the gravity theory, the symmetry breaking corresponds to a static

non-zero scalar field outside the black hole horizon. While the formation of scalar hair

suggests a contradiction to black hole no hair theorems, this is not necessarily the case in

AdS spacetimes. These theorems are based on the idea that matter outside a black hole

wants to either fall into the black hole, or radiate out to infinity in the asymptotically flat

case. The proof is formulated in terms of a black hole uniqueness theorem, which says

that when gravity is coupled to matter fields, a stationary black hole solution is uniquely

characterised by its conserved charges. However, there is no completely general no hair

theorem, and counter examples have been known since the 1990’s [41].

In our problem, the formation of scalar hair is possible because we work in AdS space,

where the negative cosmological constant acts like a confining box that prevents the

charged particles from escaping to infinity. It is easy to see why the vacuum in the theory

defined in (4.3) might be unstable to the formation of scalar hair. The effective mass of

the scalar field is m2
eff = m2 + gttq2A2

t + · · · . Since gtt = −f(r) < 0 it is possible that

the effective mass becomes sufficiently negative near the horizon to destabilize the scalar

field.
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We can also see that the formation of the instability could be temperature dependent.

Rewriting f(r) from equation (4.1) in terms of the temperature and horizon radius r0,

defined from the equation f(r0) = 0, we obtain

f(r) = L2

(
4πT

3

)2
r2

r2
0

(
1− r3

0

r3

)
= L2α2 r

2

r2
0

(
1− r3

0

r3

)
(4.4)

where r0 = (ML2)1/3 = 4πL2

3
T is the radius of the event horizon and α := 4πT/3 is

the temperature. From this expression we see that as the temperature decreases, |gtt|

decreases at fixed r and therefore |gtt| increases, which means that the potential instability

becomes stronger at low temperature.

It is useful to write the metric in terms of an inverse radial coordinate u = r0/r. Using

this notation the metric takes the form

ds2 =
L2α2

u2

(
−h(u)dt2 + dΩ2

R2

)
+
L2du2

u2h(u)
with h(u) = 1− u3 . (4.5)

In these coordinates the black hole horizon is located at u = 1 and the boundary of AdS

space is u = 0. Since we are not concerned with the physics inside the black hole horizon,

we only need to consider u ∈ [0, 1].

It will be convenient to write the complex scalar field φ in terms of two real scalar fields,

p and ω

φ =
p

q
√

2
eiω. (4.6)

We will also rescale our vector field Ãµ = qAµ which gives

F̃µν = qFµν = ∂µÃν − ∂νÃµ and D̃µ = ∂µ − iÃµ . (4.7)
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Using this notation the action becomes

S =

∫
d4x
√−g (LGR +

1

q2
LM). (4.8)

In order to avoid considering backreactions of the matter fields on the metric we will

consider the “probe limit.” Mathematically we reach the probe limit by taking q → ∞

in equation (4.8), so that the gravity part of the action decouples from the matter part.

Physically this means that we neglect backreaction of the gauge and scalar fields on

the geometry itself. The basis of the approximation is the assumption that the terms

containing the matter fields are negligible in the equations of motion for the metric

components, which can then be solved to obtain the metric in (4.1). The equations of

motion for the matter fields are then calculated after we substitute the metric in equation

(4.1) into the action, which means physically that we study the dynamics of the matter

fields within a background AdS blackhole metric.

We will also redefine the free energy to include only the matter part

Ẽ = −
∫
dx3
√−gLM , (4.9)

which in the case of static fields only is

Ẽ =

∫
d3x

[
gtt

2
(∂iÃt∂iÃt +

1

4
F̃ ijF̃ij +

gtt

2
Ã2
tp

2

+
p2

2
(Ãi − ∂iω)(Ãi − ∂iω) +

1

2
∂ip∂ip+

1

2
m2p2

]
, (4.10)

where the i, j indices are summed over spatial dimensions only. From this point forward

we drop the tildes that were introduced in equations (4.7, 4.9).
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4.2 Properties of Holographic Superconductors

Generally the solutions to the equations of motion for (4.3) must be found numerically.

The gradient flow can be used to find solutions numerically, and also to study the stability

of the solutions. This section will discuss several properties of holographic superconduc-

tors determined by the fixed points of the gradient flow without going into detail about

the flow itself.

The most important property of the holographic superconductor is the critical temper-

ature Tc. The critical temperature can be determined by studying the stability of the

p = 0 vacuum solution. Below the critical temperature the solution is unstable to the

formation of scalar hair, and above the critical temperature the solution is stable.

By varying α = 4πT/3 we can determine the critical value below which the vacuum

becomes unstable. We start with an initial perturbation of the scalar field and solve the

flow numerically. If the vacuum is stable the flow will move towards p(u) = 0, otherwise

the system will flow towards a stable fixed point, where p(u→ 0) = c2u
2 + · · · determines

the expectation value of the condensate operator on the boundary. To compare with the

results of [42], we recall 〈O±〉 = α∆±c± and plot 〈O2〉 versus T . The parameter c2 is

obtained from a second derivative of the scalar field [see equation (2.50)]. The result is

shown in Fig. 4.1(a), and agrees well with figure 1b in Ref. [42]. In Fig. 4.1(b) we show

the same data using different variables: using α = 4πT/3 = r0/L
2 we plot c2 versus α2.

From Fig. 4.1(b) we see that the critical temperature is approximately α2
c ≈ 0.059 or

Tc ≈ 0.058.

We can also determine the coherence length of the holographic superconductor. Starting

with a configuration similar to the coherence length calculation in section 2.2, we can

find the length scales over which the condensate operator and the charge density change.

Further details of the calculation will be provided in section 4.3.4.
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(a) 〈O2〉 as a function of T (b) c2 as a function of α2

Figure 4.1: The dependence of the condensate on temperature for spatially indepen-
dent fields.

Recall that in the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory of superconductivity there is an exact

solution for the order parameter φGl

φGl = φ∞ tanh

(
x√
2ξ

)
, (4.11)

where φ∞ is the value of the order parameter in the pure superconducting phase, and ξ

is the coherence length.

Our numerical results indicate that the boundary operator has a similar x dependence,

and we can therefore fit to a function of the same form as equation (4.11) to determine the

coherence length of the holographic superconductor. We can see in Fig. 4.2(b) that, as

expected, the coherence length diverges proportional to 1/
√

1− α/αc = 1/
√

1− T/Tc as

we approach the critical temperature. We note that due to this divergence, the condition

xmax/ξ > 1 cannot be satisfied very close to the critical temperature and for this reason

we have considered only T ≤ 0.93Tc.
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(a) For α2 = 0.03 we fit the boundary values c2(x) to a hy-
perbolic tanh function for the soliton fixed point (see equa-
tion (4.11)).

(b) The coherence length as a function of α2 for the su-
perconductor. For the range of α’s in the figure we have
ξ � xmax = 30, as discussed in the text under equation
(4.11).

Figure 4.2: Measuring the coherence length of the holographic superconductor by
considering an inhomogeneous configuration with B = 0

In the GL theory the charge density is proportional to φ2

ρ̄ ∝ φ2 ∝ tanh2

(
x√
2ξ

)
= 1− sech2

(
x√
2ξ

)
. (4.12)

We can therefore find a characteristic length for the charge density ρ̄(x) by fitting to

sech2( x√
2ξq

). Contrary to what we expect from GL theory, we find that the two length

scales are different. The difference between ξ and ξq increases as we move further from the

critical temperature, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3. This result agrees with what was found

in [43] (apart from a difference in how coherence length is defined in the GL compared

to Gross-Pitaevskii equations).
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Figure 4.3: The two coherence lengths ξ (for the scalar field) and ξq (for the charge
density) as a function of the deviation from the critical temperature for soliton solutions.

4.3 The Gradient Flow

4.3.1 Gauge Choice and Ansätze

We will consider three separate cases, with different symmetries on the boundary.

Spatially Independent Case

We use coordinates in which dΩ2
R2 = dx2 +dy2. We will simplify the equations by setting

Au = Ax = Ay = ω = 0. We will also take At and p to be functions of u only. The
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complete set of conditions we impose are

Au = Ax = Ay = ω = 0 (4.13)

At = At(u) , p = p(u) . (4.14)

The free energy obtained from (4.10) is

E =
1

2

∫
du

[
−α(∂uAt)

2 +
α3h(u)

u2
(∂up)

2 + p2

(
m2α3

u4
− αA2

t

u2h(u)

)]
. (4.15)

The flow equations for the fields in (4.13) become Ȧu = Ȧx = Ȧy = ω̇ = 0, where the

dots denote derivatives with respect to the flow parameter. Thus the conditions in (4.13)

are preserved by the flow. We also note that these conditions give χ = 0, which means

that the deTurck term does not contribute. The flow equations for the non-zero fields are

Ȧt =
u2h

L2
∂2
uAt − p2At (4.16)

ṗ =
u2

L2

[
u2∂u(

h

u2
∂up)− p

(−A2
t

α2h
+
L2m2

u2

)]
. (4.17)

Since the metric depends only on the coordinate u, the conditions in (4.14) are also

preserved by the flow. Equations (4.16, 4.17) give a closed set of equations for two fields

that depend on two spatial dimensions, x and u, and the flow parameter.

Translational Symmetry

We again consider coordinates in which dΩ2
R2 = dx2 + dy2 and simplify the equations by

setting Au = Ax = ω = 0. We will now take At, Ay and p to be functions of x and u

only, so our problem has a translational symmetry along the y axis. The complete set of
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conditions we impose are

Au = Ax = ω = 0 (4.18)

At = At(u, x) , Ay = Ay(u, x) , p = p(u, x) . (4.19)

It is easy to see that with these conditions, the flow equations for the fields in (4.18)

become Ȧu = Ȧx = ω̇ = 0, which shows that the conditions in (4.18) are preserved by

the flow. We also note that these conditions again give χ = 0, so that the deTurck term

does not contribute. The free energy (4.10) in this case is:

E =
1

2

∫
dudx

[
−α(∂uAt)

2 + αh(∂uAy)
2 − (∂xAt)

2

hα
+

(∂xAy)
2

α
+
α

u2
(∂xp)

2

+
α3h(u)

u2
(∂up)

2 + p2

(
m2α3

u4
+
αA2

y

u2
− αA2

t

u2h(u)

)]
. (4.20)

The flow equations for the non-zero fields are

Ȧt =
u2h

L2
∂2
uAt +

u2

L2α2
∂2
xAt − p2At (4.21)

Ȧy =
u2

L2
∂u(h∂u(Ay)) +

u2

L2α2
∂2
xAy − p2(Ay) (4.22)

ṗ =
u2

L2

[
1

α2
∂2
xp+ u2∂u(

h

u2
∂up)− p

(−A2
t

α2h
+

(Ay)
2

α2
+
L2m2

u2

)]
. (4.23)

Since the metric depends only on the coordinate u, the right sides of these equations are

independent of y and t, which shows that the conditions in (4.19) are also preserved by

the flow. Equations (4.21 - 4.23) give a closed set of equations for three fields that depend

on two spatial dimensions, x and u, and the flow parameter.
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We note that using these coordinates the magnetic field in the boundary theory is obtained

from equation (2.55) as

B(x) = ∂xAy(u = 0, x) . (4.24)

Axial Symmetry

We will also consider coordinates where dΩ2
R2 = dρ2 + ρ2dθ2. One motivation is that

rotational symmetry allows us to study completely localized solutions that could be cre-

ated in a lab. When working with axial symmetry one typically looks for solutions where

the phase of the complex scalar field can be written ω = nθ, and n is interpreted as an

integer winding number. The value of the winding number is an important property of

vortex solutions and leads to flux quantization in superconductors. We will once again

take ω = 0, which can be thought of as a gauge choice as before, but since we impose

axial symmetry on the remaining fields, it also restricts us to solutions with zero winding

number. We will further take Au = Aρ = 0, and assume that our remaining fields are

functions of u and ρ only. The complete set of conditions we use is

Au = Aρ = 0 (4.25)

ω = nθ , n = 0 (4.26)

At = At(u, ρ) , Aθ = Aθ(u, ρ) , p = p(u, ρ) . (4.27)

The free energy (4.10) becomes

E =
1

2

∫
du dρ ρ

[
−α(∂uAt)

2 + αh(∂uAθ)
2 − (∂rAt)

2

hα
+

(∂rAθ)
2

ρ2α
+
α

u2
(∂rp)

2

+
α3h(u)

u2
(∂up)

2 + p2

(
m2α3

u4
+
αA2

θ

ρ2u2
− αA2

t

u2h(u)

)]
. (4.28)
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We note that the flow equations again give Ȧu = Ȧρ = ω̇ = 0 so that the conditions

(4.25, 4.26) are preserved by the flow, and we also have that χ = 0, which means that

the deTurck term does not contribute. The remaining flow equations are

Ȧt =
u2h

L2
∂2
uAt +

u2

L2α2

(
∂2
ρAt +

1

ρ
∂ρAt

)
− p2At (4.29)

Ȧθ =
u2

L2
∂u(h∂u(Aθ)) +

u2

L2α2

[
∂2
ρAθ −

1

ρ
∂ρAθ

]
− p2(Aθ − n) (4.30)

ṗ =
u2

L2

[
1

α2

(
∂2
ρp+

1

ρ
∂ρp

)
+ u2∂u

(
h

u2
∂up

)

− p
(−A2

t

α2h
+

A2
θ

α2ρ2
+
L2m2

u2

)]
. (4.31)

The azimuthal component of the vector potential of the boundary theory can be written

[see equation (2.55)] as

Aθ(u) =
B

2
ρ2 + Jθu+ · · · , (4.32)

where B is the magnetic field and Jθ is an azimuthal current.

4.3.2 Solutions to the Gradient Flow

To solve our gradient flow equations we need to proceed numerically, starting from a spec-

ified initial configuration for the fields. Since we are particularly interested in studying the

flow between two fixed points, we consider the vacuum (hairless black hole) configuration

which has a simple analytic form:

At = µ(1− u) , Ay = Bx , p = 0 (4.33)
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for the translationally symmetric case, and

At = µ(1− u) , Aθ =
B

2
ρ2 , p = 0 (4.34)

for the axially symmetric case. It is easy to verify that these configurations are fixed

points of the flow. From equations (4.24, 4.32) we see that B is an arbitrary constant

external magnetic field. We will start the flow from the vacuum configurations in (4.33)

or (4.34) with the addition of a small perturbation of the scalar field, δp. We employ

a simple explicit finite difference method with a forward difference in flow time and

centered difference in spatial coordinates. Further details about the numerical method

and boundary conditions can be found in Appendix A.

One feature of the gradient flow method is that if our perturbation satisfies δp(u = 0) = 0,

then Ȧµ(u = 0) = 0. This is true for all of our ansätze and can be seen directly from

equations (4.16, 4.21, 4.22, 4.29, 4.30). We have therefore that in the boundary theory,

the chemical potential µ = At(0) and magnetic field B = ∂xAy(0, x) or B = 1
ρ
∂ρAθ(0, ρ),

are specified by our initial configuration and remain constant along the flow.

A more general statement is that using our method the gauge field on the boundary

Aµ(0, ~x) and all its derivatives with respect to boundary coordinates are fixed by our ini-

tial configuration and unchanged along the flow. This means that the boundary theory

does not have a dynamical gauge field, which corresponds physically to the limit where

the superconductor is equivalent to a superfluid. It is possible to make the gauge field

dynamical by including an additional boundary term in the bulk action and consider-

ing a different type of boundary condition on Aµ [44]. While a dynamical gauge field

is important for many superconductor phenomena such as the Meissner effect, a fixed

background is sufficient to study how gradient flow in the bulk creates a correspond-

ing flow in the boundary, and the extension of the flow to more complicated systems is
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straightforward. We comment that, while Aµ(0, ~x) and its derivatives with respect to

boundary coordinates ∂xAµ(0, ~x) and ∂yAµ(0, ~x) are fixed on the boundary (as explained

above), derivatives with respect to the AdS coordinate ∂uAµ(u, ~x)
∣∣
u=0

are not fixed and

give dynamic operators in the boundary theory [see equations (2.53, 4.32)].

We are interested in how the flow alters the condensate operator and the free energy in

the boundary theory. With respect to the free energy, the quantity of physical interest

is the change in the free energy along the flow relative to the energy of the vacuum state

∆E = E − Evac. Using this normalization we find that when the vacuum solution is

unstable the quantity ∆E moves from an initial value of zero into negative values. This

type of behaviour is typical in systems that exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking,

where a false vacuum decays into a more stable (but less symmetric) configuration.

In numerical calculations we will set L = 1, which is equivalent to using the AdS radius as

a length scale in all dimensional quantities (including the flow parameter). We will also

set the chemical potential µ = 1. This is equivalent to defining new ρ (or x, y) coordinates

and absorbing µ into the parameter α in the flow equations as follows:

At → Ãt =
At
µ

(4.35)

ρ→ ρ̃ = µρ (4.36)

α→ α̃ =
α

µ
=

4πT

3µ
(4.37)

B → B̃ =
B

µ2
. (4.38)

In the following we omit the tildes but understand that setting µ = 1 in the solution

implies we are in fact referring to the above rescaled quantities in our results. We vary

the parameter α = 4πT/3 (or equivalently the temperature) and the magnetic field B.
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4.3.3 Spatially Independent Solutions

By varying α = 4πT/3 we can determine the critical value below which the vacuum

becomes unstable. Recall from Fig. 4.1(b) that the critical temperature determined is

approximately α2
c ≈ 0.059. To study the behaviour along the flow, we start with an initial

perturbation of the scalar field given by

δp(u) = 10−3 × u2e−(u−1)2 . (4.39)

Figure 4.4 shows how this initial perturbation evolves for two different values of the

temperature on either side of the critical value. In Fig. 4.4(a) the bulk scalar field moves

away from the (false) vacuum, and in Fig. 4.4(b) we see that at higher temperature the

perturbed system returns to the vacuum configuration.

(a) For α2 = 0.01 a perturbation away from p = 0 is unsta-
ble.

(b) For α2 = 0.1 a perturbation away from p = 0 returns to
zero.

Figure 4.4: The evolution of the scalar field p(u), at several values of τ along the flow
for spatially independent fields.

We also want to study the evolution of physical quantities in the boundary theory as a

function of the flow parameter. In Fig. 4.5 we show the evolution of the free energy,

charge density, and condensate operator with the flow parameter.
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(a) ∆E as a function of τ for spatially independent fields (b) c2 as a function of τ

(c) ρ̄ as a function of τ

Figure 4.5: The flow of quantities in the boundary theory for α2 = 0.03.

Since the energy is a decreasing quantity along the flow between the vacuum fixed point

and the scalar hair fixed point, we can look at the quantities in the boundary theory as

functions of the bulk free energy instead of the flow parameter, which has no straightfor-

ward physical interpretation. Fig. 4.6 shows how the condensate changes as the energy

of the system decreases.
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Figure 4.6: c2 as a function of −∆E for spatially independent fields at α2 = 0.03.

4.3.4 Translationally symmetric dark solitons

We notice that the equations used for the spatially independent solutions psi are invariant

under the transformation p → −p. This suggests that there may be stable fixed points

where p is an odd function of x such that limx→±∞ p(x) = ±psi. Such configurations are

called ‘dark solitons’ [43]. We can consider only the portion of the soliton where p > 0

by looking at only x > 0 and enforcing the condition that p(u, 0) = 0. We need to start

from a perturbation that satisfies this condition and therefore we choose

δp(u, x) = 10−2 × u2e−10(u−1)2 tanh (5x). (4.40)
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This flow can be interpreted as either a full soliton for −∞ < x <∞ where p is antisym-

metric around x = 0, or as a solution for x > 0 where x = 0 is an interface with a fixed

vacuum solution for x < 0. In the boundary theory we can interpret the second case as

an interface between a superconductor (for x > 0) and a normal material (for x < 0).

The soliton is the fixed point reached by the flow as τ →∞ (see Fig. 4.2(a)).

Although we would like a solution for all x > 0, to perform the numerical calculation

we need to introduce a cutoff. We would like our cutoff to be large enough that our

fields are constant for x > xmax. From equation (4.11) we find that for xmax ≈ 5ξ we

will have p(x = xmax) > 0.998 × p(x = ∞). We use a cutoff xmax = 30 and we find

xmax/ξ > 5.9 for T ≈ 0.93Tc. We can calculate the energy density and the boundary

Figure 4.7: The free energy (∆E) as a function of the flow parameter (τ) with
α2 = 0.03 for the soliton solution.
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Figure 4.8: The operator (c2(x = 30)) as a function of the free energy (∆E) with
α2 = 0.03 for the soliton solution.

operator for the soliton configuration as functions of x and τ . In Fig. 4.7 we show

the energy density integrated over x as a function of the flow parameter. Since ∆E

decreases monotonically with τ , we can look at the evolution of the boundary operator

as a function of |∆E| instead of τ . We have shown that our x-cutoff is larger than typical

values of the coherence lengths (see Fig. 4.2(b)), which means that field configurations

are approximately constant at large x (see for example Fig. 4.2(a)). We therefore expect

c2(x = xmax) ≈ c2(x → ∞), and that the soliton solution at large x should be close to

the spatially independent solution we considered in section 4.3.3. In the soliton case we

have ∆ESol ≈ −0.334, and if we calculate the energy of the spatially independent case

on the same interval (0 ≤ x ≤ 30) we find ∆EInd ≈ −0.395. These energies will depend
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on the cutoff (xmax), but the difference ∆ESol −∆EInd will be independent of the cutoff

and can be thought of as a measure of the effect of the soliton.

4.3.5 Droplet Solutions

The final case we consider is configurations with non-zero magnetic field. The interesting

feature of these solutions is that the magnetic field can limit the formation of the scalar

hair/condensate. There is a critical magnetic field Bc above which the boundary operator

does not condense. For B < Bc the condensate forms only in a localized region on

the boundary, and these localized solutions are called ‘droplet’ solutions [45]. For the

droplet solutions, the initial perturbation does not need to depend on x, so we use the

perturbation

δp(u) = 10−2 × u2e−10(u−1)2 . (4.41)

4.3.5.1 Translationally symmetric droplets

In Fig. 4.9 we show how the magnetic field alters the boundary operator c2(x). When

B → 0 we recover the spatially independent solution (see Fig. 4.5(b)). As B approaches

the critical value from below, the droplets become narrower and shorter. In Fig. 4.10(a)

we see how the free energy evolves as the flow moves the fields from a small perturbation

of the vacuum solution towards a localized droplet of scalar hair. In Fig. 4.10(b) we plot

the free energy versus the value of the operator c2 at the center of the droplet. We notice

in Fig. 4.10(a) that when ∆E is small there are noticable fluctuations due to numerical

error, which influence the low ∆E behaviour in Fig. 4.10(b).
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Figure 4.9: c2(x) for several values of the magnetic field, and α2 = 0.03, for a transla-
tionally symmetric droplet. As B increases c2(x) becomes smaller and more localized.

4.3.5.2 Axially symmetric droplet solutions

The droplet solutions do not require translational symmetry. In this section we start

from the same initial perturbation but instead enforce axial symmetry along the flow.

This leads to droplet solutions that are entirely localized (as condensate in the boundary

theory and as scalar hair on the black hole horizon). Our results are similar to those

found in [46], with the important difference that we have a constant magnetic field on

the boundary. As discussed at the beginning of section 4.3.2, this is a characteristic of

the gradient flow method. We will study the flow up to a maximum radius ρ = 30, for

several different values of the magnetic field. The final configurations for c2 are shown in
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(a) The free energy (∆E) as a function of the flow parameter
(τ) with α2 = 0.03 and B = 0.075 for a translationally
symmetric droplet.

(b) The free energy (∆E) as a function of the operator at
the center of the droplet (c2(x = 0)) with α2 = 0.03 and
B = 0.075 for a translationally symmetric droplet.

Figure 4.10: The formation of a translationally symmetric droplet from the vacuum
solution

Fig. 4.11.

In Figs. 4.12(a), 4.12(b) we show the free energy for the case where α2 = 0.03 and

B = 0.1. In the first figure we show how the free energy evolves as a function of flow

time, and in the second we plot the free energy versus the value of the boundary operator

at ρ = 0.

We can examine other quantites in the boundary theory, namely the charge density ρ̄ and

the azimuthal current Jθ. Fig. 4.13(a) shows the charge density profile of the droplet.

Figure 4.13(b) shows the axial current. We note that the formation of currents at the

edge of the superconducting droplets is expected as the superconductor will attempt to

expel any magnetic fields.
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Figure 4.11: The operator c2(x) for several values of the magnetic field, and α2 = 0.03,
for an axially symmetry droplet.

(a) The free energy (∆E) as a function of the flow parameter
(τ) with α2 = 0.03 and B = 0.1 for an axially symmetric
droplet.

(b) The operator at the center of the droplet (c2(ρ = 0))
as a function of the free energy (∆E) with α2 = 0.03 and
B = 0.1 for an axially symmetric droplet.

Figure 4.12: The formation of an axially symmetric droplet from the vacuum solution.
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(a) The charge density (ρ̄) as a function of the radius (ρ)
with α2 = 0.03 and B = 0.1 for an axially symmetric droplet.

(b) The azimuthal current (Jθ) as a function of the radius
(ρ) with α2 = 0.03 and B = 0.1 for an axially symmetric
droplet.

Figure 4.13: The charge density and azimuthal current in an axially symmetric
droplet, as determined from the asymptotic behaviour of Aµ(u→ 0).
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Conclusions and Future Prospects

5.1 Gradient Flow as the TDGL Equations

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that the gradient flow equations of the Einstein-Maxwell-

Higgs action in 3 dimensions are equivalent to the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau

equations. The gradient flow equations were used to study numerically the equilibration

of vortices in the Ginzburg-Landau model. The flow equations can be used to numerically

find approximate solutions to the GL equations as the endpoint of the flow for any

number of vortices at arbitrary locations. While there are better numerical methods

to find solutions, the advantage of our method is that we are able to study the dynamical

evolution of the flow. The primary focus of our work is a study of the timescales associated

with vortex formation and vortex-vortex interactions.

We first studied vortex formation by looking at n = 1 vortices centered at the origin. The

flow moves towards vortex solutions as expected, with winding number corresponding to

that of the initial data. We found that this occurred on relatively short timescales that

were largely independent of the initial field configuration. The vortex formation timescale

81
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is proportional to the energy of the vortex, which is a non-linearly increasing function of

κ.

We also considered three different kinds of vortex interactions. We started with configu-

rations that correspond as closely as possible to two or more separated vortex solutions,

for various values of κ. During the early part of the flow the vortex forms rapidly. The

flow on longer timescales simulates interactions between the vortices as determined by

the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations. We were able to model the attraction

between vortices in the κ < κc case, and the repulsion in the κ > κc case. We showed

that the interaction timescale decreases when κ moves away from κc in either direction.

We also showed that vortex anti-vortex interactions are attractive for any values of κ.

Similar results were found in [47] where the authors study the force between vortices by

looking at the change in the energy as the separation increases, which is closely related

to our gradient flow approach.

Our numerical results raise several interesting issues. The first is related to the fact that

the energies in our numerical solutions do not show the n2 scaling for large κ that was sug-

gested by approximate solutions in [23] and the heuristic arguments of [37]. In addition,

it would be good to understand physically the source of the long and short timescales.

The exponential dependence on
√
t in our fits likely derives from the nonlinear dynamics

which affects the early evolution of the far from equilibrium initial configurations. At

later times, when the fields are closer to their equilibrium configurations, the dynamics

changes qualitatively and linear exponential behaviour is found, as expected.

Several interesting scenarios that have been considered recently using time dependent GL

equations of motion could also be studied using a gradient flow approach like the one we

have used in this paper. Vortices in three dimensional samples constructed from layers

which create anisotropy have been studied in a constant external magnetic field in [48],

and the dynamics of vortex loops were studied in [49, 50]. Improved Ginzburg-Landau
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models that describe types of multicomponent superconductivity have been studied in [51,

52]. Multiband superconductors [53–55] can exhibit new physics and vortex configurations

not found in single band superconductors.

5.2 Gradient Flow in Holographic Superconductors

In Chapter 4 we have demonstrated the utility of a gradient flow approach to holographic

superconductors. In addition to reliably finding solutions to the equations of motion,

we were also able to determine the stability of the solutions in a non-perturbative way.

We found stable axially symmetric droplets with a constant background magnetic field,

whereas the droplets found in [46] would enhance or weaken the magnetic field at the

core depending on the temperature. The gradient flow is a much more general approach

to finding droplets as one can consider any magnetic field as a fixed background specified

by initial conditions.

Although the flow parameter itself does not have a straightforward physical interpretation,

we can exploit its connection with the free energy to gain insight into how the system can

undergo the phase change from hairless black hole (normal phase) to a black hole with

scalar hair (superconducting phase) in a quasi-static way.

The AdS/CFT correspondence provides an equivalence between the Euclidean on-shell

action in the bulk and the free energy of the boundary. This means that at the fixed

points of the flow the free energy of the bulk, E , is equivalent to the free energy of

the superconductor. Away from the fixed points the AdS/CFT dictionary does not tell

us anything about the relationship between the two free energies. However, using the

gradient flow method, we can formally link static off-shell configurations in the bulk and

in the boundary at the same value of the flow parameter τ . For quasi-static evolution
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at least, it may be reasonable to think of this link as an extension of the AdS/CFT

correspondence.

There are several straightforward extensions of the work completed in Chapter 4. The

first would be to include the additional boundary term in the action as described in [44]

in order to include a dynamical gauge field in the boundary theory. This would allow us

to construct superconducting vortex solutions, which could be more directly compared to

some of the results of Chapter 3. Although in GL theory we were able to model vortex

interactions in a 2 dimensional plane, modelling a 2 dimensional holographic supercon-

ductor (using a 3 dimensional bulk theory) remains a time intensive task computationally.

Another important extension is relaxing the probe limit and including the gradient flow

of the metric. This would allow us to study the system away from the probe limit since

the stationary points of the metric flow will be the fully backreacted metric. Although

holographic superconductors with metric backreactions have been studied, it is unclear

how allowing the metric to change will influence the stability of the scalar hair solutions.

The evolution of the metric from the vacuum black hole solution is a physically interesting

problem in its own right, and this type of metric curvature flow with source terms is an

interesting problem in mathematics.

In addition to the further study of the gradient flow in this particular model of a holo-

graphic superconductor, it would be interesting to compare with the flow generated using

different background metrics, including those arising from modified theories of gravity.

There are also interesting metrics that are not asymptotially AdS, where the dual the-

ory on the boundary does not have conformal symmetry. Most notably, holographic

superconductors have been described using Lifshitz black holes [56].
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Numerical Procedure

A.1 Time-Dependent Ginzburg-Landau Equations

The computations were done using an explicit finite difference scheme for a 20ξ × 20ξ

superconductor discretized into a square grid with spacing ∆x = ∆y = 0.05ξ. As one

check of convergence we confirmed that our results were not affected by further reducing

the grid spacing by half. Specifically, the quality of the fits did not change, nor did the

values of the fit parameters to the numerical accuracy of the calculation.

As a further check of the numerical results, we compared the asymptotic value of the

κ = κc 1-vortex energy in Fig. 3.3(a) to its known analytic value of π. We found for large

times, namely t = 15, that E(15) = 3.14315391 and by fitting the long timescale graph

we deduced an asymptotic value of energy of E(∞) = 3.14145. These two values differ

from the analytic value π by 0.0496% and 0.00454%, respectively.

Data fitting was done using the nonlinear least-squares Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm.

In all cases, the E(t) ∝ e−
√
t/T dependence provided the best fit at the early times, with

a reduced chi-squared ≈ 0.01.
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A.2 Holographic Superconductors

A.2.1 Grid Spacing

Since our gradient flow equations are analogous to the heat equation we solve them using a

simple explicit finite difference scheme with forward differences in flow time and centered

differences in our spatial coordinates. Such methods tend to be stable and convergent as

long as the time step is proportionally smaller than the square of the space step,

dτ ≤ Cdu2. (A.1)

For a simple one dimensional heat equation it can be shown that C = 0.5, but it is

difficult to precisely compute the value of C for the type of nonlinear coupled PDEs that

we have solved. We typically work with an equal number of grid points in both u and x

(or ρ). Since u ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ (0, 30), we have du < dx and therefore we do not need to

consider a separate convergence condition of the form (A.1) for dx.

We found that dτ obtained from (A.1) with C = 0.25 was sufficient for good convergence.

For any value of C the computer time required to reach τ = 1 is proportional to du−3 for

the one dimensional case and du−4 for two dimensions. To increase computational speed,

we therefore want du to be as large as possible without sacrificing accuracy.

Most of the results presented in this thesis were calculated with a 300 × 300 grid. The

exception is Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. where we used 2000 grid points. In this case we found that

with fewer grid points there was a small but noticeable non-monotonic behaviour in ∆E

which suggested the endpoint of the flow did not minimize the free energy of the system.

Figs. A.1(a) and A.1(b) show this behaviour with 300 gridpoints. The non-monotonicity

is more noticeable at lower temperatures since p(u) is larger in those cases, and the fact
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that it disappears when the grid spacing is reduced (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6) proves that

the effect is numerical.

(a) ∆E as a function of τ with decreased grid spacing. (b) The operator c2 as a function of ∆E.

Figure A.1: With fewer gridpoints, numerical error leads to non-monotonic behaviour
in the energy.

Although we do not see the same behaviour in the spatially dependent cases we instead

see smaller fluctuations of the energy, in particular when it is small relative to the grid

spacing. These fluctuations are due to the larger error in the spatial derivatives since

dx > du.

In Fig. A.2 we look at the dependence of c2, ∆E and p(u = 1) on the number of grid

points used (equivalently du−1), at the end of the flow for the spatially independent case

where the computation time depends least on gridspacing.

The quantities approach a fixed value as the number of grid points increases. Note that

the range for the y-axis on these plots is roughly a 10% variation for the energy, and

2% for c2 and p(u = 1). The larger error in ∆E is expected since it is obtained from

a numerically computed integral of fields which introduces additional error. The fields

themselves and c2 depend mainly on the error in first order finite differences which is

proportional to du. In Fig. A.2(d) we see that p(u = 1) is linear in du, and we can
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(a) ∆E as a function of the number of gridpoints for spatially
independent fields

(b) c2 as a function of the number of gridpoints

(c) p(u = 1) as a function of the number of gridpoints (d) p(u = 1) as a function of du

Figure A.2: The dependence of several quantities on the number of grid points.

extrapolate to du = 0 to find that p(u = 1) ≈ 2.0034 is within 1% of the value obtained

using only 300 gridpoints.

A.2.2 Boundary Conditions

Since we used centered finite differences we need to take special care of the points at the

boundaries. For all cases the AdS radial coordinate boundaries u = 0 and u = 1 were

treated in the same way. At the AdS boundary, u = 0, all terms with derivatives are
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multiplied by a factor u2. We assume that the derivatives of our fields are finite at u = 0,

which means that any term with a derivative does not contribute to the flow equations.

At the horizon, u = 1, the factor h(u) goes to zero. We required that At(u = 1) = 0

in such a way that the ratio
A2
t

h(u)
= 0 at u = 1. Any u derivatives that we needed were

calculated using a one-sided finite difference.

For the boundaries at xmax and ρmax we can usually use one-sided finite differences since

typically the fields are approximately constant at this boundary. The one exception is the

field Aθ for which we enforced the condition ∂ρAθ(ρmax) = Bρ. For a finite superconductor

with radius ρmax, this is simply the condition that there is a fixed external magnetic field.

The boundaries at x = 0 and ρ = 0 were handled by adding a extra gridpoint at x = −dx

and calculating centered finite differences as usual. The value of the fields at this point

was determined using the symmetry of the configuration. We took At to be always

symmetric, Ay and Aρ were always antisymmetric, and p was symmetric except for the

soliton case, where it was antisymmetric.
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Sample Fortran Code

The following code solves the flow equations for multiple vortices in Cartesian coordinates
in Chapter 3.

program TDGLSOLVE

implicit none

integer, parameter :: sp = selected_real_kind(6, 37)

real(sp) dt,dx,b,time_start, time_end, time_e1, time_e2

integer i, e, j, k, l, m, n, npos, nneg

integer nt,ntp,nto

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: fr, Bx, By,fc

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: dfr, dBx, dBy, dfc

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:) :: Inxp, Inyp, Inxn, Inyn, rad

real(sp) Energy, Flux

integer enn, inter

real(sp) x,y,t,tmax,tstep,Hx,Hy,r1,r2,r,phase,CFL,f,temp

open(55,FILE=’input.dat’,STATUS=’OLD’)

read(55,*) inter

read(55,*) tmax, tstep

read(55,*) k, l

read(55,*) b

read(55,*) temp

read(55,*) Hx, Hy

read(55,*) CFL

read(55,*) npos, nneg

allocate(Inxp(1:npos),Inyp(1:npos))

allocate(Inxn(1:nneg),Inyn(1:nneg))

allocate(rad(1:nneg+npos))

do e=1,npos

read(55,*) Inxp(e), Inyp(e)

end do
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do e=1,nneg

read(55,*) Inxn(e), Inyn(e)

end do

nt=int(tmax/tstep)

j=0

dx = real(l)/real(k) !space step size, assumed same for both x and y

dt = CFL*dx**2.

ntp = ceiling(tstep/dt)

write(*,*) dx, dt, k

write(*,*) nt, ntp, ntp*dt, ntp*nt*dt

allocate(fr(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1),Bx(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1),By(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1), &

fc(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1))

allocate(dfr(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1),dBx(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1),dBy(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1), &

dfc(-k-1:k+1,-k-1:k+1))

open(101,FILE=’f.dat’)

open(102,FILE=’Bx.dat’)

open(103,FILE=’By.dat’)

open(104,FILE=’w.dat’)

open(105,FILE=’FluxEnergy.dat’)

open(1,FILE=’params.dat’)

write(1,*) k,nt,dx,b

Bx(:,:)=0.0

By(:,:)=0.0

fr(:,:)=1.0

fc(:,:)=1.0

do e=-k-1,k+1

do i=-k-1,k+1

y = i*dx

x = e*dx

phase = 0.0

f=1.

do j=1,npos

r= sqrt((x-Inxp(j))**2.+(y-Inyp(j))**2.)

f=f*(1.-exp(-4.*sqrt(b)*r**2.))

phase=phase-atan2(y-Inyp(j),x-Inxp(j))

Bx(i,e)=Bx(i,e)-(y-Inyp(j))*(1.-exp(-r**2.))/(r**2.+1.0d-12)

By(i,e)=By(i,e)+(x-Inxp(j))*(1.-exp(-r**2.))/(r**2.+1.0d-12)

end do

do j=1,nneg

r= sqrt((x-Inxn(j))**2.+(y-Inyn(j))**2.)

f=f*(1.-exp(-4.*sqrt(b)*r**2.))

phase=phase+atan2(y-Inyn(j),x-Inxn(j))

Bx(i,e)=Bx(i,e)+(y-Inyn(j))*(1.-exp(-r**2.))/(r**2.+1.0d-12)

By(i,e)=By(i,e)+(x-Inxn(j))*(exp(-r**2.)-1.)/(r**2.+1.0d-12)

end do
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if(inter.eq.0)then

f = 1.

Bx(i,e) = 0.

By(i,e) = 0.

endif

fr(i,e)=f*cos(phase)

fc(i,e)=f*sin(phase)

Bx(i,e) = sqrt(temp)*Bx(i,e)

By(i,e) = sqrt(temp)*By(i,e)

end do

end do

j=0

i=0

m=1

enn=0.

do while (enn.le.10)

fr(-k-1,:) = fr(-k+1,:)

fc(-k-1,:) = fc(-k+1,:)

Bx(-k-1,: ) = Bx(-k+1,: ) - Hy*2.*dx

By(-k-1,: ) = By(-k+1,: )

fr(k+1,: ) = fr(k-1,: )

fc(k+1,: ) = fc(k-1,: )

Bx(k+1,: ) = Bx(k-1,: ) + Hy*2.*dx

By(k+1,: ) = By(k-1,: )

fr(:,-k-1 ) = fr(:,-k+1 )

fc(:,-k-1 ) = fc(:,-k+1 )

Bx(:,-k-1 ) = Bx(:,-k+1 )

By(:,-k-1 ) = By(:,-k+1 ) - Hx*2.*dx

fr(:,k+1 ) = fr(:,k-1 )

fc(:,k+1 ) = fc(:,k-1 )

Bx(:,k+1 ) = Bx(:,k-1 )

By(:,k+1 ) = By(:,k-1 ) + Hx*2.*dx

fr(-k-1,-k-1 ) = fr(-k+1,-k+1 )

fc(-k-1,-k-1 ) = fc(-k+1,-k+1 )

Bx(-k-1,-k-1 ) = Bx(-k+1,-k+1 )

By(-k-1,-k-1 ) = By(-k+1,-k+1 )

fr(-k-1,k+1 ) = fr(-k+1,k-1 )

fc(-k-1,k+1 ) = fc(-k+1,k-1 )

Bx(-k-1,k+1 ) = Bx(-k-1,k-1 )

By(-k-1,k+1 ) = By(-k-1,k-1 )

fr(k+1,k+1 ) = fr(k-1,k-1 )

fc(k+1,k+1 ) = fc(k-1,k-1 )

Bx(k+1,k+1 ) = Bx(k-1,k-1 )

By(k+1,k+1 ) = By(k-1,k-1 )
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fr(k+1,-k-1 ) = fr(k-1,-k+1 )

fc(k+1,-k-1 ) = fc(k-1,-k+1 )

Bx(k+1,-k-1 ) = Bx(k-1,-k+1 )

By(k+1,-k-1 ) = By(k-1,-k+1 )

Call Slope(dfr, dBx, dBy,dfc)

if(mod(20*j,ntp).le.19)then

write(105,*) j*dt,Energy,Flux

endif

j=j+1

fr(:,: ) = dfr(:,:)*dt+fr(:,:)

Bx(:,: ) = dBx(:,:)*dt+Bx(:,:)

By(:,: ) = dBy(:,:)*dt+By(:,:)

fc(:,: ) = dfc(:,:)*dt+fc(:,:)

if(mod(j,ntp).eq.0)then

if(m.eq.nt)then

enn=20

write(101, *) fr(:,: )

write(102, *) Bx(:,: )

write(103, *) By(:,: )

write(104, *) fc(:,: )

else

write(101, *) fr(:,: )

write(102, *) Bx(:,: )

write(103, *) By(:,: )

write(104, *) fc(:,: )

m=m+1

endif

endif

end do

contains

subroutine Slope(dfr, dBx, dBy, dfc)

implicit none

real(sp), dimension(:,:), allocatable, intent(inout) :: dfr, dBx, dBy, dfc

real(sp) d2xfr,d2yfr,d2xfc,d2yfc

real(sp) dxyBx,d2yBx

real(sp) dxyBy,d2xBy

real(sp) dxBx,dyBy, dyfr,dxfr, dyfc,dxfc, dxBy, dyBx

real(sp) Pot

Energy = 0.

Flux = 0.

do i = -k,k

do e = -k,k

y = i*dx

x = e*dx

d2yfr = (fr(i+1,e )+fr(i-1,e )-2.0d+0*fr(i,e ))/dx**2.

dyfr = (fr(i+1,e )-fr(i-1,e ))/(2.*dx)
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d2xfr = (fr(i,e+1 )+fr(i,e-1 )-2.0d+0*fr(i,e ))/dx**2.

dxfr = (fr(i,e+1 )-fr(i,e-1 ))/(2.*dx)

d2yfc = (fc(i+1,e )+fc(i-1,e )-2.0d+0*fc(i,e ))/dx**2.

dyfc = (fc(i+1,e )-fc(i-1,e ))/(2.*dx)

d2xfc = (fc(i,e+1 )+fc(i,e-1 )-2.0d+0*fc(i,e ))/dx**2.

dxfc = (fc(i,e+1 )-fc(i,e-1 ))/(2.*dx)

dxyBx = (Bx(i+1,e+1 )+Bx(i-1,e-1 )-Bx(i+1,e-1 )-Bx(i-1,e+1 ))/(4.0*dx**2.)

dxyBy = (By(i+1,e+1 )+By(i-1,e-1 )-By(i+1,e-1 )-By(i-1,e+1 ))/(4.0*dx**2.)

d2xBy = (By(i,e+1 )+By(i,e-1 )-2.0d+0*By(i,e ))/dx**2.

dxBx = (Bx(i,e+1 )-Bx(i,e-1 ))/(2.*dx)

dxBy = (By(i,e+1 )-By(i,e-1 ))/(2.*dx)

d2yBx = (Bx(i+1,e )+Bx(i-1,e )-2.0d+0*Bx(i,e ))/dx**2.

dyBy = (By(i+1,e )-By(i-1,e ))/(2.*dx)

dyBx = (Bx(i+1,e )-Bx(i-1,e ))/(2.*dx)

Pot = temp*b*(fc(i,e)**2.+fr(i,e)**2. - 1.)

dfr(i,e) = d2xfr+d2yfr-Pot*fr(i,e)-2.*(Bx(i,e)*dxfc+By(i,e)*dyfc) &

-fc(i,e)*(dxBx+dyBy)-fr(i,e)*(Bx(i,e)**2.+By(i,e)**2.)

dfc(i,e) = d2xfc+d2yfc-Pot*fc(i,e)+2.*(Bx(i,e)*dxfr+By(i,e)*dyfr) &

+fr(i,e)*(dxBx+dyBy)-fc(i,e)*(Bx(i,e)**2.+By(i,e)**2.)

dfr(i,e) = dfr(i,e)/(12.*b)

dfc(i,e) = dfc(i,e)/(12.*b)

dBx(i,e) = d2yBx - dxyBy -temp*(Bx(i,e)*(fr(i,e)**2.+fc(i,e)**2.) &

+ fr(i,e)*dxfc - fc(i,e)*dxfr)

dBy(i,e) = d2xBy - dxyBx -temp*(By(i,e)*(fr(i,e)**2.+fc(i,e)**2.) &

+ fr(i,e)*dyfc - fc(i,e)*dyfr)

Flux = Flux + (dxBy-dyBx)*dx**2.

Energy = Energy + (0.5*(dxBy-dyBx)**2.+0.5*temp*(dxfc**2.+dxfr**2. &

+dyfc**2.+dyfr**2.))*dx**2.

Energy = Energy + 0.25*b*(temp**2.)*((fc(i,e)**2. +fr(i,e)**2.)**2.&

-2.*(fc(i,e)**2.+fr(i,e)**2.)+1.)*dx**2.

Energy = Energy + temp*(dxfc*Bx(i,e)*fr(i,e)-dxfr*Bx(i,e)*fc(i,e) &

+dyfc*By(i,e)*fr(i,e)-dyfr*By(i,e)*fc(i,e))*dx**2.

Energy = Energy + 0.5*temp*(Bx(i,e)**2.+By(i,e)**2.)*(fc(i,e)**2. &

+fr(i,e)**2.)*dx**2.

end do

end do

dfr(k+1,:)=0.

dBx(k+1,:)=0.

dBy(k+1,:)=0.

dfc(k+1,:)=0.

dfr(-k-1,:)=0.
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dBx(-k-1,:)=0.

dBy(-k-1,:)=0.

dfc(-k-1,:)=0.

dfr(:,k+1)=0.

dBx(:,k+1)=0.

dBy(:,k+1)=0.

dfc(:,k+1)=0.

dfr(:,-k-1)=0.

dBx(:,-k-1)=0.

dBy(:,-k-1)=0.

dfc(:,-k-1)=0.

end subroutine slope

end program TDGLSOLVE

The following code solves the flow equations for the translationally symmetric case in
Chapter 4.

program FLOWSOLVE

implicit none

integer, parameter :: sp = selected_real_kind(6, 37)

real(sp) u, r, du, dr, t, dt, q1, q2, q3, q5, ee

real(sp) tmax,tstep

integer i, j, l, n, ntp, m, nt

integer ku, kr

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: dAy, dAt, dp

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:,:) :: Ay, At, p

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:) :: c

real(sp) alph,Mag,Chm

integer FAIL, stp

open(101,FILE=’p.dat’)

open(102,FILE=’Ay.dat’)

open(103,FILE=’At.dat’)

open(105,FILE=’c2.dat’)

open(104,FILE=’params.dat’)

open(55,FILE=’input.dat’,STATUS=’OLD’)

read(55,*) tmax, tstep

read(55,*) ku, kr

read(55,*) alph

read(55,*) Chm, Mag

read(55,*) n
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du = 1.0d+0/ku

dr = 10.0d+0/kr

allocate(At(0:ku,0:kr),Ay(0:ku,0:kr),p(0:ku,0:kr))

allocate(dAt(0:ku,0:kr),dAy(0:ku,0:kr),dp(0:ku,0:kr))

allocate(c(0:kr))

nt=int(tmax/tstep)

dt=(du**2.0)/4.0d+0

ntp = ceiling(tstep/dt)

m=1

l = 0

j = 0

ee = 1.0d-20

FAIL = 0

stp = 0

write(104,*) nt,ku,kr,du,dr,Mag,Chm,alph

do i=0,kr

r=i*dr

do l=0,ku

u =l*du

p(l,i) = 1.0d-2*u**2.0*exp(-1.0d+1*(u-1.0d+0)**2.0)

At(l,i) = Chm*(1.0d+0-u)

Ay(l,i) = Mag*r

end do

end do

c(:) = (p(2,:)+p(0,:)-2.0d+0*p(1,:))/(2.0d0*du**2.)

write(105,*) (i*dr,i=0,ku)

write(103, *) At(:,:)

write(102, *) Ay(:,:)

write(101, *) p(:,:)

write(105, *) c(:)

do while (stp.le.10)

j=j+1

call slope(dp,dAt,dAy)

At = dAt*dt+At

Ay = dAy*dt+Ay

p = dp*dt+p

q1 = Maxval(abs(dAy))

q2 = Maxval(abs(dp))

q3 = Maxval(abs(dp/p))

q5 = Maxval(abs(dAt))

c(:) = (p(2,:)+p(0,:)-2.0d+0*p(1,:))/(2.0d0*du**2.)

if(FAIL.eq.1)then

stp=20
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elseif (abs(q1).le.ee.and.abs(q2).le.ee) then

stp=15

write(103, *) At(:,:)

write(102, *) Ay(:,:)

write(101, *) p(:,:)

write(105, *) c(:)

write(104,*) j*dt

elseif (q1.ge.(1.0d+4/ee)) then

stp=25

endif

if(mod(j,ntp).eq.0)then

write(103, *) At(:,:)

write(102, *) Ay(:,:)

write(101, *) p(:,:)

write(105, *) c(:)

write(104,*) q5,q1,q2,q3,j*dt

write(*,*) q5,q1,q2,q3,j*dt

FLUSH(101)

FLUSH(102)

FLUSH(103)

FLUSH(104)

FLUSH(105)

if(m.eq.nt)then

stp=35

else

m=m+1

endif

endif

end do

contains

subroutine slope(dp,dAt,dAy)

real(sp), allocatable, dimension(:,:), intent(inout) :: dp,dAt,dAy

real(sp) d1p,d1Ay,d1At,d2p,d2Ay,d2At

real(sp) d2rp,d2rAy,d2rAt

real(sp) pot,d,h

integer FAIL

d = 2.0d+0*du

do i = 0,kr

r = i*dr

do l = 1,ku-1

u = 0.0d+0 + l*du

h = 1.0d+0-u**3.0

d1p = (p(l+1,i)-p(l-1,i))/d

d1Ay = (Ay(l+1,i)-Ay(l-1,i))/d

d1At = (At(l+1,i)-At(l-1,i))/d

d2p = (p(l+1,i)+p(l-1,i)-2.0d+0*p(l,i))/du**2.
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d2Ay = (Ay(l+1,i)+Ay(l-1,i)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i))/du**2.

d2At = (At(l+1,i)+At(l-1,i)-2.0d+0*At(l,i))/du**2.

if(i.eq.0)then

d2rp = (2.0d+0*p(l,i+1)-2.0d+0*p(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAy = 0.0d+0

d2rAt = (2.0d+0*At(l,i+1)-2.0d+0*At(l,i))/dr**2.

elseif(i.eq.kr)then

d2rp = (p(l,i)+p(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*p(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i)+At(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*At(l,i-1))/dr**2.

else

d2rp = (p(l,i+1)+p(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*p(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i+1)+Ay(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i+1)+At(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*At(l,i))/dr**2.

endif

pot = ((Ay(l,i))**2.0/alph)-(At(l,i)**2.0/(alph*h))

dp(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rp/alph+h*d2p-(u**2.0)*d1p-p(l,i)*(pot)) &

+(2.0d+0)*(p(l,i)-d1p*u)

dAy(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rAy/alph+h*d2Ay-3.0d+0*u**2.0*d1Ay) &

- p(l,i)**2.0*(Ay(l,i))

dAt(l,i) = (h*u**2.0)*(d2rAt/alph+d2At) - At(l,i)*p(l,i)**2.0

if(dp(l,i).ne.dp(l,i))then

FAIL=1

endif

end do

!~~~~~~Horizon Flow~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

u=1.0d+0

h=0.0d+0

l=ku

if(i.eq.0)then

d2rp = (p(l,i)+p(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*p(l,i+1))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i+1))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i)+At(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*At(l,i+1))/dr**2.

elseif(i.eq.kr)then

d2rp = (p(l,i)+p(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*p(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i)+At(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*At(l,i-1))/dr**2.

else

d2rp = (p(l,i+1)+p(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*p(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i+1)+Ay(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i+1)+At(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*At(l,i))/dr**2.

endif

d1p = (p(ku,i)-p(ku-1,i))/du

d1Ay = (Ay(ku,i)-Ay(ku-1,i))/du

d1At = (At(ku,i)-At(ku-1,i))/du

d2p = (p(l,i)+p(l-2,i)-2.0d+0*p(l-1,i))/du**2.

d2Ay = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l-2,i)-2.0d+0*Ay(l-1,i))/du**2.

d2At = (At(l,i)+At(l-2,i)-2.0d+0*At(l-1,i))/du**2.

pot = ((Ay(l,i))**2.0/alph)

dp(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rp/alph+h*d2p-(u**2.0)*d1p-p(l,i)*(pot)) &
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+(2.0d+0)*(p(l,i)-d1p*u)

dAy(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rAy/alph+h*d2Ay-3.0d+0*u**2.0*d1Ay) &

-p(l,i)**2.0*(Ay(l,i))

dAt(l,i) = (h*u**2.0)*(d2rAt/alph+d2At) - At(l,i)*p(l,i)**2.0

!~~~~~~~Boundary Flow~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

u=0.0d+0

h=1.0d+0

l=0

if(i.eq.0)then

d2rp = (p(l,i)+p(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*p(l,i+1))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i+1))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i)+At(l,i+2)-2.0d+0*At(l,i+1))/dr**2.

elseif(i.eq.kr)then

d2rp = (p(l,i)+p(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*p(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i)+Ay(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i-1))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i)+At(l,i-2)-2.0d+0*At(l,i-1))/dr**2.

else

d2rp = (p(l,i+1)+p(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*p(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAy = (Ay(l,i+1)+Ay(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*Ay(l,i))/dr**2.

d2rAt = (At(l,i+1)+At(l,i-1)-2.0d+0*At(l,i))/dr**2.

endif

d1p = (p(ku+1,i)-p(ku,i))/du

d1Ay = (Ay(ku+1,i)-Ay(ku,i))/du

d1At = (At(ku+1,i)-At(ku,i))/du

d2p = (p(l+2,i)+p(l,i)-2.0d+0*p(l+1,i))/du**2.

d2Ay = (Ay(l+2,i)+Ay(l,i)-2.0d+0*Ay(l+1,i))/du**2.

d2At = (At(l+2,i)+At(l,i)-2.0d+0*At(l+1,i))/du**2.

pot = ((Ay(l,i))**2.0/alph)-(At(l,i)**2.0/(alph*h))

dp(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rp/alph+h*d2p-(u**2.0)*d1p-p(l,i)*(pot)) &

+(2.0d+0)*(p(l,i)-d1p*u)

dAy(l,i) = (u**2.0)*(d2rAy/alph+h*d2Ay-3.0d+0*u**2.0*d1Ay) &

-p(l,i)**2.0*(Ay(l,i))

dAt(l,i) = (h*u**2.0)*(d2rAt/alph+d2At) - At(l,i)*p(l,i)**2.0

end do

end subroutine slope

end program FLOWSOLVE
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